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Unionization -will affect students 
Because faculty collective 
bargaining will affect every-
one in the University com-
munity if adopted, The New 
Hampshire is closely ex-
amining the issue. This arti-
cle is the first of many that 
will appear in the coming 
weeks. 
By Steven Morrison 
The unionization of the UNH 
faculty will affect students. How 
much is unclear. But in the areas 
of finance and governance, stu-
dents will certainly be influenced 
by collective bargaining between 
faculty and administration. 
There are two organizations 
competing for the right to repre-
sent the UNH faculty. A vote will 
occur within a month. Propo-
bents for both the American 
Association of University Pro-
fessors (AAUP) and the Nation-
al Education Association (NEA) 
· all say increased salaries and 
benefits for faculty are ~ major 
issue. 
· According to Economics Pro-
fessor Sam Rosen, a former local 
chapter president of the AAUP, 
faculty see that the top_ t~ee 
salary sch~ls in New England (the University of Massachu-
setts, the University of Connecti-
cut and the University of Rhode 
Island) all have collective bar-
gaining. Rosen writes in an 
AAUP bulletin that in ten years, 
UNli has moved from being first 
·ror average compensation among 
New England state universities 
to its current position of fifth 
among six. Only the University of 
Maine's salaries are lower. 
New Hampshire pays less than 
one-third of the University 
System's budget. The bulk of the 
funding, over 40 per cent, comes 
directly from student tuition. 
Students may be hit for a bar-
gained salary increase. 
"I think that's speculative," 
says Rosen, a professor in 
Whittemore School of Business 
and Economics. "Out-of-state 
tuition is always a variable be-
cause of legislative mandate, and 
in-state tuition went up last year 
without collective bargaining. 
. fhe whole way of financing this 
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Mills anticipates 
• • • • 1tu1t1on · increase 
By Tim Donovan 
1 University President Eugene Mills said tuition for in-state and 
out-of-state students may in-
crease by as much as $400 
coupled with severe cut-backs if 
the state cuts the University Sy-
stem's request of $61 million for 
the next biennium budget. 
"These are relative figures and 
they depend on state support and 
the money we have asked for," 
he said. ''The difference would 
have to be made up by increasing 
in-state and out-of-st~te tuition 
~ plus severe cut-backs. " 
Presently, the tuition rate for 
in-state students is $1,000 per 
year. Out-of-state students pay 
$2,990 per year. 
The University System is pre-
.:,ently working on a $45.9 million 
allocation from the state. Gov. 
Meldrim Thomson insists that 
this spending level must be main-
tained and that the system will 
receive no furthur increase in 
state aid. 
Mills declined comment on 
where the cut-backs would take 
place. He said the University is 
now at the point where any more 
cut-backs would severly effect 
the quality of erlucation at UNH. 
"It is already affecting the Uni-
versity, ' ' he said. 
Mills cited several areas where 
cut-backs have affected the qual-
ity of education at the University: 
--The University's "buying 
power" has decreased to the 
point where it is having a "de-
moralizing effect" on the faculty 
and staff. 
--Shortages of supplies have af-
fected most academic depart-
ments . 
--Cut-backs are affecting cul- . 
tural life at UNH. 
Mills expressed concern over 
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Messing around in the mud can be a lot of fun, but plopping down in it can be uncomfortable. 
Benji Simpson rec~ntly found that out as he is aided by Jennifer Tunny (left) and Samantha 
Simpson. (Peter Fait photo) 
Nuke petition issue 
will go to court 
Jacobson-- UNH should he private By Richard Mori Louis A. Gallop, chairman of the Crusade for Gubernatorial 
Responsibility (CGR), said yes-
terday that his group plans to 
take Gov. Meldrim Thomson, Jr. 
to court Friday o:ver his ·role in 
the disburseirient of petitions 
favoring the construction of the 
Seabrook nuclear plant. 
port of his bid to sue the governor. 
The New Hampshire State 
Liquor Commission said Friday 
that groups opposed to the con-
struction of the Seabrook nuclear 
plant may place anti-nuke peti-
tions in aff 70 state-owned liquor 
stores, but anti-nuke groups are 
not satisfied with that offer. 
By Gary Langer 
State Senate President Alf 
Jacobson (R-New London) pro-
posed making UNH a priyate in-
stitution during a SJ>.eeeh before 
the senate last Thursday. 
He said he will introduce leg-
islation to enact his proposal 
"within 30 days," but added that 
· the "earliest possible" time for 
the University to become a pri-
vate institution "is in the Fall 
of 1978 or later.''. -
Jacobson said that · the state 
should pay a tuition subsidy to 
in-state students attending any 
university in New Hampshire. He 
said the amount of this subsidy to 
each student "would be based on 
need.'' 
Jacobson said last Sunday that 
the state pays "25 to 30 per cent" 
of the University's budget, while 
the average state support of a 
state school is 52 per cent. 
"We talk about it being a state 
university when we don't support 
it that way," he said. 
UNH Pr~sident Eugene Mills 
opposed Jacobson's plan, saying 
that the tuition now paid by state 
residents is "significantly less 
than it would be at a private 
institution. 
"Unless the state would be 
willing to be quite generous with 
the tuition subsidies proposed by 
Senator Jacobson, New Hamp-
shire . students attending UNH 
would not be likely to benefit 
from the arrangement he pro-
poses," said Mills. 
"He hasn't documented that 
one there," said Jacobson, in 
reference to Mills' statement. 
I'd say the opposite. Students will 
have freedom of choice to attend 
any school in the state,'' 
Jacobson said. 
Jacobson said the state should 
give the .University "something 
like a~ year lease·· on me 1ima 
encompassed by the school. ·He 
said there would be "no enroll-
ment limit," but added that 
''there could be some considera-
tion for in-state students in return 
for the lease.'' 
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( See re lated story on page 2) 
John Ratoff one of the three 
State liqour commis~ioners. said 
this decision was reached be-
Thomson had ordered petitions cause of the "controversy caused 
favoring the Seabrook plant to be by the pro-nuclear petitions." 
placed in liquor stores for a three According to the State Liquor 
month period. The stores col- Commission, the anti-nuclear pe-
lected 100,000 signatures which titions must be delivered to store 
Thomson planned to present to managers by March 11 and must 
President Jimmy Carter. - be picked up before the close of 
Gallop said he has presently business on Friday, ~arch 25. . 
received about $600 in donations No one representmg the pet1-
"rom over 50 individuals in sup- PETITION, page 6 
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'Official state insect?· 
Tbe good luck of the ladybug may just land on the state 
of New Hampshire now that the New Hampshire House has 
approved and sent to the Senate a bill making the ladybug the 
official state insect. 
The House acted after debating the issue for half an hour. 
Supporter of the bill. E,ep. Ednapearl Parr CR-Hampton) said, 
"Just make it the ladybug and get it over with." 
Opponents of the bill called it "asinine." 
Parr said the lacfybug would be helpful in cleaning· up gardens 
and protecting farmer's fields. 
Music 
That strange caco-
phony of sound you ; 
hear on the 3rd floor~;; 
of Paul Arts isn't an •·;"l 
avant-garde jaZ2 "·-..4. i · 
!»~nd. Find ou.t ~hat, ~ ....... ·.. ··.•·.t .. ··' £.,, 1t 1s on ~age 10 ms1de. -a!ff> ..._ 
Playoffs 
The ECAC Division 
One Playoffs begin to-
night with the Wild-
cats high scoring 
Miller - Cox - Lumley 
line ready for the 
matchup with Brown. 






About 300 Colby-Sawyer College students cut classes and met 
with the college president and faculty members last week 
to protest the lack of student input in policy and decision-
making procedures. 
The demonstration focused on two issues at the college--
greater student oarticipation in the selection of a new presi-
dent, and freedom in deciding when visitors1 are allowed in 
dormitories. 
Adrienne Ellinger, a sophomore at Colby-Sawyer, said students 
have been "frustrated" over the past two years when "social 
activities were restricted by visitation rules." 
No guests are permitted in dormitories after midnight 
Sunday through Thursday, and overnight visitors on weekends 
require written permission. 
Marijuana 
President Carter said he supports "a state-by-state policy 
of removing or reducing criminal penalties for possession 
ot mariJuana · · in a letter puousnea m me Boswn 0101Je 1ast 
Wednesday. . 
Carter said he wants "to keep the penalties for selling mari-
juana'' and said h~ is opposed to legalizing the sale of the 
drug "because I think it is a mistake to encourage the com= 
mercial exploitation of any drug." 
"The studies that have been done on marijuana in the past 
several years indicate its · effects are not as dangerous as 
we once thought they were,'' wrote the President. 
Grapes 
Science has discovered that grapes kill viru~e~. Grapes, 
grape juice, raisins and wines. may have . medicinal v~lue, 
according to the Journal of Apphed and Environmental Micro-
biology, researchers for the Canadian Department of Health 
and Welfare in Ottawa. -
The report says grapes show antiviral activity in the test tube. 
Thomson 
Gov. Meldrim Thomson turned teacher-lecturer on Friday 
when he visited two Rochester schools in the first of his 
planned "school visits." 
Speaking to a group of fourth to eighth grade students at the 
Rochester Catholic School, Thomson reaffirmed his support of · 
continued construction at the Seabrook nuclear power plant, call-
ing nuclear energy, "clean and safe." 
During a question and answer session, Thomson told one stu-
dent that the Seabrook plant "is essential to the well-being of New 
Hampshire and New England." 
Workshop 
The UNH Student Government plans to host 40-50 representa-
tives from five New England state universities in a series of 
student government workshops scheduled for March 12. 
Representatives from the Universities of Maine, Vermont, 
Rhode Island, Massachusetts, and tentatively the University of 
Connecticut plan to attend the workshops. 
The workshops will deal with governance (specifically collec-
tive bargaining), academics, residential life and student welfare. 
Vice-President for Special Assignments Jennifer Ford said, 
"We hope to learn how other schools handled similar pro-
blems--like collective bargaining which was voted down by UVM 
(University of VermontJ ana '1s now being debated at the 
University of Maine.'' 
An agenda for the conference should be posted by the end 
pf the week at the Student Government office. 
The conference is open to anyone who.wishes to attend. 
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-Says he is 'scared to death' 
Crusader challenl{es Thomson 
By Rfohard Mori 
Louis Gallop believes that if 
you try hard enough, justice will 
result. 
Galiop, 51, is a self-employed 
small businessman from 
Francestown and chairman of 
the Crusade for Gubernatorial _ 
Responsibility (CGR). 
The CG R plans to take Gov. 
Meldrim Thomson to court over 
his part in gathering _of 100,00U 
signatures in favor of the 
Seabrook nuclear power plant. 
Thomson ordered the pro-
nuclear plant petitions to be 
placed in all state-owned liquor 
stores for a three month pericd. 
The petitions and their distribu-
tion were paid for through public 
tax money. . -
Gallop said he has collected 
about $600 from over 50 contribu-
tor~ ~incp hp fll;:lrPci ads in the 
Concord Monitor and The New 
Hampshire Times two weeks ago. 
Gallop said there are two areas 
where Thomson violated the US 
Constitution concerning the pro-
nuclear petitions. They include~ 
t:irst Amendment clause whicb 
says no legislature shall pass an) 
law which prohibits citizens frorr. 
redressing a grievance, and thE 
Fourteenth Amendment equal 
protection clause. 
Gallop said Thomson violated 
both of these principles in his 
recent campaign to gain signa-
tures in favor of the Seabrook nu-
clear plant. 
Gallop, a lifelong Republican 
until 1976, said he has never voted 
for Thomson. 
"I'm scared to death of the 
governor,'' he said. 
"The state has no business in 
the petition business," said 
Gallop, "either pro or con on any 
· issue." 
Gallop said he has evidence 
that the state's energy office, 
which is federally funded. had de-
signed and helped distribute th~ 
pro-nqclear petitions. _ 
He does not believe that the 
State Liquor Commission's de-
cision to allow anti-nuclear pet~-
tions in the liquor stores - is 
enough. "The state's executive 
(Thomson) used state time and 
money in his effort to solicit pro-
nuclear petitions," he said. "I 
don't care what this issue is, but 
this is wrong." 
Gallop is opposed to building 
the Seabrook nuclear facility. He 
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Veterans meet to discuss benefits 
By Cynthia Reynolds 
The UNH Student Veterans' 
Committee held a meeting in the 
MUB on Friday in an effort to 
clarify misconceptions concern-
ing the Veterans' Education and 
Readjustment Act of 1976. 
The bill requires veteran stu-
dents to take 12 or more class 
room hours per week in order 
to receive full-time benefits. 
The bill also changes the pick-
up date for veterans' benefit 
checks. Veterans must pick up 
their checks at -the end of each 
month instead of the beginning, 
effective in June. 
Bill Parker, a representative of 
the Veterans ' Administration 
said that the bill . oassed by 
Congress "is a re-statement of 
what has been in effect." The 
policy of requiring 12 contact 
hours to qualify for full-time VA 
benefits was already being used 
by the VA. The bill is only tighten-
ing up on the policy, he said. 
Contact hours are the weekly 
hours spent in a classroom. 
"It wasn't being enforced," 
said Parker. "They weren't ques-
tioning the schools on the number 
of contact hours and now they 
1re." 
Jim Yurick, chairman of the 
UNH Student Veterans' Commit-
tee, said he did not thir.k the 
tightening up of the contact hours 
provision would cause many prob-
lems because most UNH vet-
erans were already in compliance. 
"There's only limited cases in · 
which they're not," he said. 
Ref erring to a recent article in 
The New Hampshire, Parker 
said it was untrue that most 
veterans would have to carry 20 
credits in order to receive full-
time benefits. Sixteen credits 
would normally qualify a veteran 
for full-time benefits, he said. 
''The key is how long classroom 
session hours are. This is figured 
by classroom sessions. Three 
class hours equal three contact 
hours," said Parker. Two lab 
hours count as one contact hour. 
~"The problem," said Parker, 
"has been that a lot of schools 
have converted from three-credit 
courses to four-credit courses. 
One reason that some schools 
have converted are economic 
reasons, and in some cases the 
contact hours went up. . · 
- "What the VA is saying is, in 
an institution like UNH, you 
should have 12 contact hours a 
week." 
Parker also attempted to clar-
ify the "85-15 ratio," which limits 
veterans from degree programs 
where 85 per cent of the enrolled 
students receive VA benefits. 
Parker said that once a degree_-
offering department had reachea 
the 85. percent veteran's limit, 
''there are no further (veteran) · 
enrollees, no further people who 
are getting VA benefits under any 
circumstances." 
Parker also said that students 
who receive full-time and VA 
benefits and now have less than 
. 12 class hours per week do not 
necessarily owe money to the 
Veterans Administration. 
"Just because you're overpay-
ed doesn't say that you're going 
to have to return the money." 
he said. d' 
Parker said that the ~ew 1-
rective went into effe~t !!! f~~-
ruary. 
Many veterans expressed con-
cern over the provision that they 
receive their checks at the end 
of the month instead of the be-
ginning (effective June '77). 
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Speech clinic offers free help to students 
Dr. Frederick Lewis · 
By Rob McCormack 
Many years ago, "it would 
have been unheard of" to teach 
a person 'with no voice-box 
(larynx) how to talk. Yet this is 
one of the many services present-
ly performed at the Speech ·and 
Hearing Clinic located in the 
Paul Creative Arts Center. 
Dr. Frederick Lewis, assistant 
professor of c~mmunications 
disorders, supervises 15 under-
graduate students who work in 
the clinic helpiJ!g pe~ple to 
'correcflheir speech problems._ 
"We work with people who 
have had _ strokes, children who 
have problems putting sentences 
together and people who have 
had laryngectomies (Larynx re-
- moved) ," he says, citing a few 
of many speech problems people 
have. · 
The clinic looks- deceptively 
-casual. There are animals 
painted on the walls of one room, 
second-hand furniture covered 
with old soreads, a closet loaded 
with toy and games for people 
of all ages .. 
But behind other doors, there 
are machines used for testing 
hearing, making recordings and 
video-tapes of clinicians helping 
people learn to speak better. 
From an observation room, 
one can see a student and her . 
client, a young boy. She points 
to a picture and asks him what 
it is. "A girl," he says. "Good 
boy.'' She then puts a small red 
chip in a styrofoam cup and 
repeats the exercise with a dif-
ferent picture. . 
The purpose of the exercise, 
says Lewis, is to help the boy 
improve his articulation. Success 
is reinforced by giving a chip 
and saying, ''good boy.'' 
Pam Rich, a senior ·communi-
cations disorders and psycholo_gy 
majof says the reinforcement is 
also used to help motivate a cli-
ent, and different types of rein-
forcement are used depending on 
the "age and interests of the 
child.'' 
Rich says she gives one boy 
who needs strong motivation, a 
chip for every response._ "For 
every. 10 correct (responses), I 
give him an M&M and a star. 
Aft~r six stars, he gets a five 
minute break." She also works 
with a · 12-year-old girl who is 
"intrinsically motivated." All I 
have to say is 'good'." 
Rich says she has been woridng 
at the clinic since February and 
has found there is "no one pat-
tern" to follow. "You're learning 
just as much as the kid is 
learning." 
When a . person is ref erred to 
the clinic, he or she is giyen a 
battery of "standard diagnostic 
tests which give, to a certain 
extent, the prognosis for sue-
. cess," said Lewis. 
S9me common speech defects 
sometimes need surgery, sucn as 
a cleft pallate. "When a person 
talks like this," Lewis says, imi-
tating the nasal sound of one who 
talks through his nose, that per-· 
son may need surgery . . 
"The opposite is where no air 
passes through the nose '' he 
says, imitating the· sou~d of 
someone with~ severe cold. 
Lewis says many . of the cases 
handled by the clinic are ref erred 
by ear, nose and throat spe-
cialists from the surrounding 
towns. Only a few of those treated 
are sutdents or University em-
ployees, to whom the service is 
free. 
It is Bjainst . the law for the 
clinic to advertise its serviceR, 
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Durham may buy 
car rescue tools 
By Gary Langer placed at the -disposal of the fire 
Officials of the Durham/UNH department," said Irene 1 
(ire department are concerned Fleming, Budget- Commfrtee 
th_at the passage of a bill tc chairwoman. Fleming said the 
purchase automobile extrication purchase is in no way connected 1 
equipment at tomorrow's Town to the proposed :i'ire department 
Meeting will result in a cut in budget. 
the fire department's proposed "Just as long as the town un-
budget. , - . derstands this, (Fleming's state-
The town budget · committee 'ment) then I'm in favor of the 
proposed purchase of $3,500 purchase," said Proulx. 
worth of equipment that will aid Fire Lieutenant John Rines 
in removing victims of car ac- .said the concerns of Proulx, ; 
cidents who are trapped in their 1LaRoche and Flanders "are not 
automobiles. a real possibilty." 
"If we don't get the equip- Rines said there is an "urgent 
ment," said Durham Fire Com- need" for the equipment. 
missioner Richard Prouix, · "We experience a very high ac-
"there's any number of deaths cident rate in Durham " said 
· that are going to happen." :Rines. "Some years we'~e lead • 
Proulx said he is concerned hhe state in accidents.'' 
. that the purchase, even though LaRoche and Flanders both 
it will be made by the town, said tho equipment "could be 
could result in a cut in the pro- 'used.'' 
posed fire department budget. "What we have now is not ad-
- "I'.~ in f~vor of the e9uipme~t, equate," said LaRoche. 
providing it does not Jeopardize · William Hall a former Dur-
our proposed ~udget," said Dav~d ; ham/UNH fir~man, proposed 
Flanders, director of pubhc · the purchase to the town budget 
safetv. . _ committee last month. 
The proposed ~quipment _in- Hall said he was present at 
eludes a hydraulic shear, disk the four-car accident on Jan. 29 
saw, torch, 1pneumatic. chisel, lin which Assistant Professor 
jacks, drills and hoists. Thomas Wight and his wife Dorne 
Flanders said the "first com- were seriously injured. 
mitment" of the fire department Hall said he helped to free Mrs. 
is to provide its personnel with Wight from her car with a crow-
a pay raise. "We have submitted . bar. 
a bare-boned budgett he ~aid. "I worked to get the girl out with 
"If the townspeople feel a crowbar, and then I said, 
strapped by taxes, they'll start to 'OK folks enough is enough!" 
cut budgets," said Fire Chief Ro- "With the proper equipment, 
land LaRoche. . the job would have been quicker 
If the bill (labeled Article 18) 1s and cleaner," he said. 
passed, the equipment "will be An offical at Wentworth-
purchaseo by the town and Douglass Hospital in Dover said 
A crowbar was used to fr~ Dome Wight from this wrecked Volkswagon last month. (Photo 
courtesy of the Durham Pohce Department) · · 
- that the Wights are in "satisfac- Proulx called the equipment be minimal. We could use the 
tory condition." The official said, "life insurance for the people of equipment from the day it is 
"It1s going to be a long conva- -Durham." purchased," he said. 
lesence but they're doing very LaRoche said the firemen "will "The offical efforts of the fire 
well • ." The Wrights suffered mul- have to be trained" if the equip- department have been minimal -
tiple bone fractures. -ment is purchased. . in this area," said Hall. 
' Hall said the extrication prob- "A lot of men have had prior "In the last eight years 23 
lems he encountered at the acci- , training, in special schools and people have died on highways in 
dent prompted him to go betore with other fire departments," Durham, mostly students and 
the budget committee with his said Rines. · faculty," said Hall. "And 464 
proposal. Rines sai~ t~e training "would TOOLS, page 5 
Paired ping pong players per/ orm per/ ectly 
Ping pong champs Al Streater and Sigi Sporer man their wea-
pons. (Karen Hartogensis photo) 
By Doug Lavin 
The game of ping pong is a 
sport that lends itself well to 
dorm life. It requires very little · 
equipment, little room, and 
almost anyone can play. There 
are many competent players, and 
most people who played as kids 
never lost their basic skills. 
It is a sport where hard work 
and training are not necessary to 
be competent, but the select few _ 
on campus who are better than 
competent do·not simply stumble · 
upon this skill. 
Two of these players, Sigi 
Sporer and Al Streater, were both 
skilled enough at the sport to 
come in first and second in the re-
cent MUB ping pong tournament, 
and · then go on to win the 
, American College Union Interna- 1 
tional Regional doubles tourna-
ment title held in New Haven. 
'Conn. last March -25 and 26. 
spc:i:er, a -German-born psy-
chology graduate student, and 
Streater, a junior physics major, 
have been playing table tennis 
for a long time. Streater began 
playing as a sophomore in high 
_ school and still plays twice ,a 
week with the UNH table tennis 
club. 
Sporer nas played since he was 
15 and unlike Streater had his 
Two UNH students raped 
BJ Elizabeth Grimm i~e Sgt. Paul Gowen. The victim 
. Two ·uNH students were raped was a 20-year-old UNH student. 
since March 2. · There was no sign of forced en-
I · A L J 21 f try into the apartment, according rwm . ampron, r., , o 
Cedar Waters Village, Notting- to Gowen. "Apparently it is com-
ham, allegedly raped a UNH stu- non -for residents of Webster 
dent in Nottingham in the early douse not to lock their doors, 
morning of Wednesday, March 2. though whether or not that is true 
He was arrested and charged in the future, I don't know," he 
with aggravated felonious sexual said. • 
assault and released on bail. Durham police have a partial 
Lampron is a junior business ad- composite drawing of the rapist. 
ministration major at UNH. 'The_ victim w~s unable to see all 
A. second ra t d of his face durmg the assault. pe was repor e Th · d · f t· yesterday at 5:25 a.m. at Webster e case is un er mves iga ion. 
House apartments on Madbury UNH Dean of Students Bonnie 
. ne, according to Durham Pol- Newman temporaril sus nded 
Lampron Friday, March 4. Th 
Judicial Appeals Board met las 
night according to student rul 
10.3l(s). 
· Lampron M'ill be suspended i 
the Board agrees that "his con 
tinued presence in class or o 
campus endangers the physica 
safety or well-being of other 
members of the University com 
munity." 
The decision of the Board i 
confidential unless Lampro _ 
agrees to release the bfforma 
tion. The Judicial Appeals Boar 
had not begun deliberations a 
press time . 
own coach with whom he played 
15 or 20 hours a week. He also 
attended a German table tennis 
camp, as well as being a member 
of a large German ping pong 
club. 
"I was a nothing in the table 
tennis club," said Sporer. "I did 
not win any tournament. 
Before the MUB tournament, 
Sporer played only about three 
times a year, but now he said he 
is going to have to start playing 
more. "I could tell I needed prac-
tice," he said. 
Sporer, along with winning the 
doubles title, came in fourth in the 
singles tournament, losing to a 
player from Northeastern who he 
had played the week before. 
"I beat him in the New Hamp-
shire state tournament. He had 
won it for the last seven years, 
but I beat him." 
The actual tournament play at 
Southern Connecticut State 
Co!lege in New Haven was 
relatively easy for the UNH 
doubles teain. With the double 
elimination system, a team may 
lose one match and still win the 
title. 
But Sporer and Streater did not 
need any such insurance, as they 
won the title with a perfect 
record. Looking back on the 
tournament, both players felt 
they were lucky in winning. 
''There was this Oriental team 
from Boston University . that I 
don't think we could have 
beaten," said Streater, "but they 
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Residents to vote 
on toWn recycling 
By Nancy Waldman 
Durham voters will' decide the 
immediate future of recycling 
with their vote on two recycling 
proposals at the Durham town 
meeting on Wednesday_, March 9, 
at 7 p.m. in the Oyster River High 
School Auditorium. 
, Article 10 asks that the town 
appropriate $1,800 to purchase 
four dumpsters which would be 
placed in the Shop n~ Save park-
ing lot. The dumpsters would be 
used to collect newspapers, glass, 
and cans, and would be serviced 
by the UNH Recycling Center. 
Article 11, a mandatory 
recycling proposal, asks -voters 
if they favor "an ordinance that 
nQ cans, glass bottles, clean 
newsprint or magazines will be 
burned or buried by the munici-
pal government, its agents, or 
contractors after July 1, 1977.'' 
It is estimated that 30 to 50 tons 
per week could be removed from 
the Durham trash and put back 
into commerce. That would mean 
that much less of the nation's 
natural resources would have to 
be mined and, in effect, Durham 
wwld become a mining community, 
according to a recycling ad-
vocate who wished to remain 
anonymous .. The US Senate has 
given some consideration to 
granting tax benefits to towns 
that recycle, the same benefits 
that are given to mining 
communities. 
"I felt it (recycling) should 
continue in some form because of 
the great citizen interest shown 
through last fall's pick-up," said 
Maggie Bogle, a recycling 
advocate. "Jim Bowden, the 
manager of Shop n' Save offered 
us the chance to place bins in the 
Shop n' Save parking lot." 
Hank Dozier, assistant director 
of UNH's Physical Plant Opera-
tion and Maintainence 
(PPO&M), made Durham the 
same offer that he extended to 
Lee, Greenland, Rye and other 
neighboring towns. If the towns 
will purchase the dumpsters and 
locate them in a central place in 
1 ~he town, the UNH Recycling 
Center trucks will service them, 
according to Dozier. 
The four dumpsters will be 
RECYCLE, page 12 
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· C d should :teave the state of New 
rusa e Hampshire," hesaid. He called Consumer Advocate 
Ralph Nader a "modern-day 
GAL1DP Robin Hood" and said that the 
Hair Sha ping 
Specialist 
We shape your hair 
EXACTLY THE WAY 
YOU WANT IT 
Men's & Women~s 
Hairstyling 
continued from page 2 Public Service Company of New 
is concerned w1m the n\tclear Hampshire (PSC) should "spend 
waste material. •111 am also more time trying to get solar 
· concerned with the environment- energy to work efficiently and 
. al effect," he added. less time trying to bull the people 
· Gallop says that the Nuclear about why it can't be done." 
Separate Areas 
For Men & Women 
Only 4 miles from campus ; 
Phone 7 42-2289 
N.o scalped look 
Specialist in long hair 
788 Central A venue 
( Across from Wentworth 
Douglass Hospital. ) 




Sat. 9-2 SPECIAL!! Get Acquainted offer ... We at Younge;_By-Styl; ~II -
. shampoo, condition, cut and blow-dry your hair for the sum of 
$5.75 COMPLETE. Offer good with Terry or Roberta · 868-2016 




School of English 
58th Session/ June 29 -August 13, 1977 
Programs leading to the Master of Arts and the morn advanced Master of 
Letters degrees earned in three or four summers and Programs in Continu-
ing Education in English and in Theatre. 
COURSES in English, American, and Continental Literature·; in Teaching 
English; and in Creative and Performing Arts . 
FACULTY 
Sacvan Bercovitch, Columbia; Walker Gibson, Univ. of Massachusetts; 
Laurence B. Holland, Johns Hopkins; A. Walton Litz, Princeton; Robert 
Loper, Univ. of Washington; James V. Mirollo, Co_lumbia; Alan M?kler, 
Yale; Robert Pack, Middlebury; Daniel Seltzer, Prmceton; John Wilders, 
Worcester College, Oxford; Michael Wood, Columbia. 
INFORMATION: Paul M. Cubeta, Director, Bread Loaf School of English, 




Ma r c h 1-8 
University Bookstore - Th e shelves are being c leared and cartons o f un sol d 
t ex t books are be in g l oaded onto trailo~ trucks enr oute t o r eturns departments 
of publi shin g houses. The UNH Bo okstore mus t o~ce again r e spon d to publ i sher's 
requi r ements fo r the r e turn of sec ond semester books an d commen ce prepara tion o f 
the sale s a rea fo r summer school. Ple ase don't be caught short!! Purchase the 
rema i nde r of yo ur second semes ter textbooks and COMPLETE YOUR BOOK RET URNS 
BEFORE 
MARCH 18~ 
Regulatory Commission (NRC) , Gallop, a graduate of the Uni-
which oversees the building and vers1ty of Cincinnati with a B.A. 
operation of nuclear facilities, is in polftical- science, said he reads 
' "rotten to the core." the New York Times, The New 
He compared the NRC to Hampshire Times, and the 
former President Lyndon Boston Sunday Globe. "It 's too 
, Johnson's military advisors in bad that there's only one state-
Vietnam. "Of course those wide newspaper that controls 
generals were going to advocate New Hampshire through the fear 
more troops for that war because of one man--William Loeb 
if they didn't, there wouldn't be (publisher of the Manchester 
any need for their jobs. . Union Leader) ." 
"There is an unholy alliance_ He compared Thomson with 
between the power companies former US Senator Joseph 
and the politicans," he said. He McCarthy (R-Wisconin). who 
noted that all of New Hamp- led a one-man crusade to elimi-
shire's representatives in Wash- nate communists from the United 
ington favored Seabrook. States in the 1950's. · 
Gallop said government should "I'd do almost anything to see 
protect the average citizen Thomson not get that Senate 
against big business' excesses. seat," he said, referring to rumors 
"It's too bad we have some that Thomson may seek the 
politicans like Thomson who are Senate seat now held by Sen 
in the oocket of big business," ThomasMclntyre CD-Laconia). 
he said. Gallop said he "loved the way 
"I think Gov. Thomson inter- the young people were getting 
prets this state's motto, 'Live involved in the state legislature" 
Free or Die,' as meaning that if and predicted that someday one 
you are on welfare, unemployed, of these young people would oust 
have a learning disability, or Thomson and "get the state out of 
have a retarded child, then you the Dark Ages." 
'Chere IS a difference!!! 011, 
It 
"t• • PREPARE FOR: YHr 
MCA T• DAT• LSA T• SAT 
GRE • GMAT • OCAT • VAT 
Ou r broad range of programs provides an umbrella of tt:st 
,ng know-how that enables us lo of/er the b es t preparation 
a1 a1 h ble . no matter whi c h co urse 1s tak en Ove r 3? yea1s 
o f expe ri encf' and su cc ess Sm all c lasses Vol urn, no us 
ho me stlldy materials Cour ses th at a re constant ly up 
d ated Per mane nt ce nters open days . even ings & wef'k 
ends al l y ea r Co mplete tape fac 1l 1t1es fo r review o f c lass 
lessons and fo r use o f suppl e me ntary m ateri a ls . Make- ups 
for missed lesso ns at o ur c ente rs 
1 
25~~s~:~g~~~~ve. 1~N-H 
617-261-5150 , iUIPIJI 
Ovts1<>e NY' State Only ,.-0 22l 91•0 EDUCATIONAL tENTER 
CALL Toll FrN • • • 
Cent , ,, ,n "'•10 • us c, 1,,s an a lug•no. , w,t1tt1ana TEST PREPARATION 
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938 
student activities 
memorial uniori building 
university of new hampshire 




continued from page 3 
have gotten a ride · to the hos-
pital." 
Hall said that "a good number 
of these people had to be pried 
from their automobiles. ' ' 
The equipment requested by _ 
Hall includes a Hurst tool, which 
is used to pry open folded met-
al. the tool costs $6,000. Hall's 
proposal includes $3,500 in addi-
tional equipment which he said 
"does the same work as the Hurst 
tool but can be used at times· 
· when the tool is not applicable." 
The HursttooJ was not included 
in the budget committee's propo-
sal ''because Dover has one, · 
according to Fleming. 
''It tc1kc~ 20 minutco for the 
-Dover tool to get over here," said 
Hall. "Someone can bleed to 
death in far less than 20 min-
utes.'' 
"We should not be dependant 
on the Dover Hurst tool," said 
Rines. He said that Durham has 
''no control over the maintenance 
of the tool or the training of the 
-men operating it.'' 
Rines added that "someone 
could die of exposure in the time 
it takes to bring the tool from 
Dover. · 
Rines said that any new equip· 
ment will be an improvement 
over the tools that are now avan;-
able to the fire department, b~ 
added that the Hurst tool "should 
be bought." 
· "You just don't put all your 
eggs in one basket," he said. 
Fleming also said the Hurst 
. tool was not included in the pro-
posal ''because it is unusual to 
put in such a large item at this 
'late stage." 
She said the article can be 
amended to include the Hur$t 
tool. 
"It's up to the people," said 
Fleming. 
Winthrop Skoglund, chairmaJn 
of the UNH Department of Ani-
mal Sciences, wrote to the Dur-
. ham Board of Selectmen last 
month urging the purchase of 
. such equipment. 
·"Please do all you can to see 
-that our police or fire department 
is equipped as they should be 
with the proper tools ," wrote 
Skoglund. 
Skoglund mentioned the 
Wight's accident in his letter as 
evidence to the town's need of 
rescue tools. 
"There seemed to be favorable. 
comments from the people at the 
town hearing," said Fleming, "so-
we put in th~ proposal.'' 
Rines said the equipment "is 
-not restricted to highway work.' ' 
"We can use it if a roof caves 
in, or to force entry into a burning 
building,'' he said. , 
Rines said "a town the size 
,of Durham is put to shame by 
·an the smaller towns that have-
thio kind of equipment.' ' 
J. -- h 4 I present out-of-state tuition) aco Son Proposa wouldbethebaseforallstudents. That's the per pupil cost," 
,hesaid. 
JACOBSON 
continued from page 1 
Aclrrussion to the University 
would be "a thoroughly competi-
tive situation,'' said Jacobson. 
State Senator and trustee D. 
Alan Rock said he is "not par-
ticularly in favor" of Jacobson's 
proposal. 
"I have to consider the fact 
that Sen. Jacobson has a severe 
conflict of interest here,'' said 
Rock. "As a professor ( of go~ern-
ment) at Colby-8awyer College, 
he may be jealous of the Univer-
sity System. He could be trying 
to put it on a level with his own 
school." 
"I thlnk it's tne wave of the 
future," said Jacobson. He &aid 
the state will spend "whatever is 
available'' in tuition subsidies. 
Jacobson said the base tuition 
at UNH would be the same for 
all students. ''Two thousand nine-
~Wldred and ninety dollars (the 
Jacobson said he was unaware 
of the statement by University 
Chancellor Bruce Poulton that 
"the out-of-state student is 
paying mQre than the cost of his 
or her education." 
"Most residents would pay no 
more than what they are paying 
now," said Jacobson. He said his 
proposal would cost state resi-
d~nts more in tuition "only if the 
m~jority is very wealthy.'' 
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THE MINT SHOP RETURNS 
You can't get street counseling 
at Burger ,King 
·-or tacos either 
COME AND TACO IT OUT 
same hours - same location 
"--------
Special Stude_nt Rates 
open 10-5 Tuesday, Wednesday, Saturday 
10-8 Thursday, Friday · 
868-7363 
ercut 
34-'n Street •Dumam, NH 03824 •868-7363 
aJ,ove Community Market 
Redken Products 
Walk-in service when available 
Barbara Carr, owner 
________ Michelle Clark, manager --------· 
$5 OFF on perlllanents 
on Tuesday & Thursday 
evenings or Saturdays 
Good 'till April 9 with this coupon 
·- ----------------------------1 
' 




OVER HALF A MILLION GRADUATES 
THE SCIENCE OF 
TOMORROW-TODAY .. 
MANY STUDENTS 
REPORT lllAT THEY: 
"CAN MASTER INSOMNIA "CONTROL 
HEADACHES 'CAN ELIMINATE SUCH HAB-
ITS AS SMOKING AND WEIGHT •HAVE IN-
CREASED THEIR MEMORY POWER AND 
CONCENTRATION 'HAVE FOUND CREA-
TIVE ABILITY • ARE MORE INTUITIVE • EX-
CEL IN SPORTS 
YOU TOO CAN HAVE 
THESE RESULTS 
THE SILVA METHOD WORKS AND 
IS FULLY GUARANTEED 
INTRODUCTORY LECTURES 
Wednesday, March 9 
Friday, March 11 
MEADOWBROOK INN 
PORTSMOUTH 




TUESDAY, March 8 
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES EXHIBITION OPENINGS: 
"New American Quilts," Scudder Gallery. "Printed Textiles 
from Cocheco ·Mills," Carter Gallery. Gallery hours: Mon-
day-Thursday, IO a.m.-4 p.m.; Saturday-Sunday, 1-5 p.m. 
· Closed Fridays. 
HUMANITIES LECTURE: "Late Renaissance Art," Margot 
Clark, Arts Department, Richards Auditorium, Murkland, 
lla.m. 
UNDERGRAD PHYSICS SEMINAR: "Revolution in 
Physics: The Birth of Quantum Mechanics, " Harvey 
Shepard, Howes.Auditorium, Demeritt, 12-1 p.m. 
SPEECH: "The Products ~f Nursing Education," Patricia 
Moynahan, BSN. 1Carroll-Belknap Rm., MUB, 7-9 p.m. 
MARINE FILMS: "Two Faces of the Sea," documents the· 
life of a Maine fisherman, and "Maine's Harvesters of the 
Sea," shows the life of the men who harvest our seafood. 
Sponoorcd by ~rfa.rinc Advioory Pro5ram, Forum Room, 
Dimond Library, 7:30 p.m. 
½UB PUB: Film, "BrewsterMcCloud,'' 7 & 9:30 p.m. 
WEDNESDAY, March 9 
UNIVERSITY THEATER MATINEE: "The Cherry Orch-
ard," Johnson Therater, 2 p.m. Students $2; General $2.50. 
CELEBRITY SERIES: George Shirley, Tenor, Granite State 
Room, MUB? 8 p.m. Students in advance $3.50; General 
and at the door, $5. 
WOMEN'S CENTER FILM: "The Double Day," concerning 
the problems of Third World Women in Latin America. 
Strafford Room, MUB, 8 p.m. 
MUB PUB: Rick Bean, "Funk & Bump," 8 p.m. 
TPIURSDA Y, March 1 O 
THURSDAY AT ONE: Alfred Gingold, guest director at 
Theatre by the Sea on the TBS production of Dylan 
Thomas' "Under Milkwood." 130 Hamilton-Smith, 1:10 
p.m. 
WATER RESOURCES SEMINAR: "The Relationship of 
, Bacteria to Lake Water Quality," John E. Hobbie of Woods 
Hole. New England Center, 3:30 p.m. 
MUSO FILM: 'The Candidate," Strafford Room, MUB, 
6:30 & 9 p.m. Season pass or $.75. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER: 'The Cherry Orchard," Johnson 
Theater, 8 p.m. Students $2; General $2.50. 
MUB PUB: Robin Lave Band, 8 p.m. 
·. 
~--NEW. HAMPSHIRE is published and.distiibu,NI se...-; 
-.-iythr~g~-lllir·~~~emic year.. 0~ effices • .re ----• ._: 
• .....,al lJIUOD lkaktiag, Dllrham. N.,tl. 038M. PfNiae -~ Jilll; ·yearly su1-criplion $7: SeeMad class postagie:; ,·pltt,:-a.~: 
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11 :00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m. 
includes 24-carat gold plated- surgical 
stainless steel post earrings 
• Complete with ear-care instructions 
• All minors must be accompanied by parent 
or guardian. Signed release required. 
PArG_E_s_,x _______________________ T_H_E _NE_w_HA_M_Ps_H_IRE TUESDAY MARCH 8, 1977 
The Liquor- Commission 
• notices 
GENERAL 
MEMBERSHIP DRIVE FOR DURHAM RED CROSS: 
Coming to all dorms, sororities & frats, Forest Park 
& Strafford Ave., Sponsored by Angel Flight, Arnold 
Air Society, Sororities & Fraternities, week of March 
6-13. 
ENVI~ONMENTAL FILM SERIES: Noise pollution, 
urban impact on weather & climate; Thursday, March 
10, at 8 p.m., Environmental Mini~Dorm Lounge. 
CAREER 
SUMMER JOBS DROP IN: Informal sessions for stu-
dents seeking help in finding summer employment, 
Tuesday, March 8, at6:30p.m., Huddleston 203. • 
INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES WORKSHOP: Video 
tape, lecture & discussion on the "ins and outs" of 
the job interview, Wednesday, March 9, at 6:30 p.m. 
Huddleston 203. . 
CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS 
NH PUBLIC INTEREST RESEARCH GROUP: New 
people's meeting, Wednesday, March 9, at 8 p.m., 
Sullivan Rm., MUB. 
·Jacobson 
JACOBSON 
continued frorq page 5 
Gov. Meldrim Thomson was 
not available for comment. 
UNIVERSITY FOOD CO-OP: Second grain order forms 
available at Information Desk, MUB. Must be returned 
by Monday, March 7. The co-op needs big & little 
bags, plastic milk containers, quart jars, and egg 
cartons. Meeting, for members & non-members, Wed-
nesday, March 9, at 7 p.m., Hillsboro-Sullivan Rm., 
MUB. 
ALPHA ZETA: Meeting with campus landscape archi-
tec_t. George P~llettieri. to discuss Spring renovation 
of area surrow1ding Kendall Hall; Tuesday, March 8, 
at8p.m., Senate Rm., MUB. 
INTEGRITY CLUB & SVTO: "Potential Released" 
video series, Tuesday, March 8, at 8 p.m., Commuter 
Lounge, MUB. 
ECKANKAR INTERNATIONAL STUDENT SOCIETY: 
Film. "Eckankar - A Way of Life" and introductory 
talk, Tuesday, March 8, from 7:30-9:30,p,m., MUB, 
Rm.320. 
RELIGION 
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER-DAY 
SAINTS STUDENT ASSOCIATION: Latter-Day Saint 
Institute of Religion, Tuesdays until the end of the 
semester, 7: 30 p.m., Hanover Rm., MUB. 
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST'. : Prayer meeting. 
Monday-Friday, 7:30a.m., MUB, Rm. 320. 
"I'm not locked m cement on 
this proposal. I'd like to have the 
whole thing considered,'' said 
Jacobson. 
"I want to take this step. The 
end result could be to study it," 
Poulton "is opposed" to Jacob-
son's plan, according to Richard 
Plumer, University assistant for 
public affairs. -
Plumer said that P-0ulton "has 
a particular desire that people in 
New Hampshire become the 





"As of now, the state Univer-
sity System· in New Hampshire 
has the highest ratio of private 
support for a state institution in 
the nation," said Plumer. "The 
CROSSWORD 
.WHITEHOUSE OPTICIANS, INC. 
G Dover !>rug Building 6 Broadwlly Dow,, N.H. #.a Tel. 142-1744 8:30 . 5 Closed Wed. U 1c,i>,,'+ Rx PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED OR DUPLICATED :''::.at 
. WEATH£tl INSTRUMENTS 8tNOCULARS SVNGLASSES ~ 
Jhe Ver~ Bes~ ?riffle Rvb e'lfK 
Hf;M"'~ Sa,11dwi<Aus aNt4' 
Cott1,p~te D~r, ... Good 
VM"i.e½J l,m,ported. tM\d, 
Dornest-A.G 6otM.eci e,~~- .. 
OptA-1, for L1M1cn "11d ~D1,t1r1er 
Da+ty ... Lownge 9P~ to 
Petitions 
PETiflON 
continued from page 1 
tioners may solicit signatures in-
side or outside the stores, at-
tempt to influence liquor store 
patrons or employees, or require 
liquor store employees to solicit 
patrons to sign the anti-nuclear 
plant petitions, according to the 
Commission. . 
"The state should not be in the 
petitioning business," said Gal-
lop on Thursday. 
Ratoff said that the Liquor 
Commission was not embarras-
se? by the pz:o-nuclear petitions 
being placed m the liquor stores 
or by the arrest of six anti-
nuke protesters at their Nashua 
store. 
"They were disrupting cus-
tomer services,· · said -Ratoff. 
"That's why · they were ar-
rpi;:tod . " 
dropped the disurderly conduct 
charges last Thursday. 
Ratoff said the State Liquor 
Commission had not received any 
formal request for anti-nuclear 
petitions to be placed in the 
stores. Recently, they received a 
letter from the Nashua Alterna-
tive Energy Coalition requesting 
equal treatment, and Ratoff said 
they were responding to that re-
quest. 
Gallop said that as soon as he · 
could raise $1,500 in attorney's 
fees, he was going to take Thom-
son to court because he felt there 
had been ''gross misuses'' of pub-
lic tax money in support of the 
pro-nuclear petitions. 
There is a bill before the New 
Hampshire House of Representa-
tives- which would prohibit any 
. state agency from petitioning the 
public unless equal time and 
money were given to opposing 
views. House Bi1l 325 was in re-
sponse to Thomson's use of liquor 
stores to solicit pro-nuclear plant 
oignaturoo. 
I ·CHARTERS-CHARTERS-CHARTERS 
· l to 40 weeks 
Air Fare 
LONDON-~--------------- $299°0 
PARIS ------------------- 329°0 
ROME _________ ----------· 399°0 
IRELAND _________ .. · _ · ____ 269°0 
SPAIN------------- ~------ 279°0 
GREECE------------------ 339°0 
GERMANY________________ 309°0 
CALIFORNIA. __________ _:_____ 199°0 
HAWAII ___________________ 309°0 
~ 4»: 868-5970 
UNIVERSITY-TRAVEL SERVICE 
35 Main St. _ Durham, N.H . 
LesM Clo5L119 ... After college, what will I do? 
16 3rtl ST. D8\TER~N.I~ 
That's a question a lot of young people 
ask themselves these days. 
But a two-year Air Force ROTC scholar-
ship can help provide the answers. Success-
ful completion of the program gets you an 
Air Force commission along with an excel-
lent starting salary, a challenging job, pro-
motion opportunities, and a secure future 
with a modern Air Force. If you have two 
academic years remaining, find out today 
about the two-year Air Force ROTC Scholar-
ship Program. It's a great way to serve 
your country and a great way to help pay 
for your college education. 
Contact the Professor of Aerospace Studies in the ROTC 
Building. Phone 862-1480. 
Air l~trce lttlTt~ 
t.ate\\'D\• f• a Great · 
. \\'a,• ••f l,lfe 
Union 
BARGAINING 
continued from page 1 
institution is unique. It is incredi-
bly dependent on tuition." · 
Professor Charlotte Anderson, 
a{filiated with the NEA, says, 
"I'm not convinced anything 
would have to go up. My opinion 
is there's been a good deal of 
money spent on things like legal 
aid, for instance, and other ad-
ministrative costs that really 
didn't have to be spent." 
Anderson, and other collective 
bargaining proponents, say they 
would rather see money that is 
spent in administration be re-
channeled to more direct 
academic use. They see the ad-
ministration costing more than is 
necessary. 
Rosen says "significant im-
provement of faculty salaries 
could come from that redirection 
of resources." 
University SystPm r.h~ncP11or 
Bruce Poulton says he does not 
see enough money available to 
redirect that would fund a salary 
increase. · 
"There may be ways to further 
save administrative money, and 
I'll work to look for those," he 
says. "But it will administrative-
ly cost us a great deal more 
money under collective bar-
gaining." 
Poulton said at a Board of 
Trustees meeting Feb. 19 that it 
cost the University of Rhode 
Island about $200,000 to negotiate 
its firsf contract. He said he 
expected it to cost UNH about the 
same. 
"We'll have to hire professional 
negotiators, and those people 
come expensive. Then, there's 
office space, secretaries, sup-
plies, etc. Also, the process of 
negotiating a contract will take a 
lot of administrative time. I don't 
think that estimate is out ofline." 
According to a report entitled 
' 'Students and Collective Bar-
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE TUESDAY MARCH 8, 1977 
gaining,'' compiled last year by 
students at the City University of 
New York, "The costs associated 
with collective bargaining are 
twofold: The costs of negotiating 
and administering a contract, 
and the costs of settlement. . . 
Given the limited alternatives for 
institutions faced with the prob-
lem of meeting costs incurred 
through bargaining, it seems · 
most likely that one or both of 
two choices will be made: to 
develop other sources of revenue 
or significantly curtail some pro-
grams and services.'' 
"Collective bargaining is not 
likely to develop additional state 
revenue," says UNH President 
Eugene Mills. "The argument of 
redirection of funds is made, but 
how much that infringes on stu-
dent services is unknown.,. 
Says Poulton, "I'm not gonna 
tip-~oe around. Our · money 
basically comes from two places-
tuition and fees and state appro-
priations. No one is optimistic 
about getting an increase from 
the legislature. The revenue 
shortfall is everywhere. What 
does that leave? 
"Wo'ro now aolring the lcgfola 
ture for $8 milion or so for salary 
increases, and about another 
million for fringe benefits. How 
could you divert that much 
money from administrative 
costs?" • 
Carleton P. Menge, professor 
of education and affiliated with the 
NEA, chose not to give specific 
examples of administrative cuts 
that could be made. "It wouldn't 
be fair to pick out one · or two 
things--we'd have to look at the 
whole thing," he says. "Consider-
ing the increase of administra-
tion over the last few years, it's · 
obvious some cuts can be made." 
Equal Employment, Title IX and 
others that are causing colleges 
and universities across the nation 
to spend about 4 per cent of their 
total budget administering them. 
"The fact that the University's 
general administrative budget 
has not increased sig~ificantly 
shows this system is damned effi-
cient." 
While the ifs and buts are tossed 
like · a ball between administra-
tion and faculty--the two sides .of 
the collective bargaining Ques-
tion--students remain trapped in-
side. 
Says UNH Student Body Presi-
dent Jim O'Neill, "Financially, 
it'll be passed along to students 
· sooner or later-not just the coot of 
salary and fringe benefit in-
creases, but the cost of negotia-
tions itself. 
"There'll probably be either 
· cuts of programs or services, or 
BUSl.~ESS OPPORTUNHY 
; Stuff Envelopes 
SZ5.00 PER HUNDRED 
Immediate Earnings 
Send $1.00 To: 
. Envelopes Dept~ 2 7 6 
102 Charles Street 
Boston,Mass. 02114 
-
Poulton does not think admin-
istrative costs have risen that 
much. He says an evaluation ,, 
done by the University covering 
1964-76 shows general adminis-
trative costs have .. stayed about _ 
the same" at UNH. He blames 
federal programs the University 
must administer as causing any 
increased costs. 
.' 'There are programs -like 
an mcrease m hnhon. 'l'he state 
could pick it up, but that does 
· not seem likely. 
"The whole thing's nego-
tiable and who knows?" O'Neill 
asks. "A group of lawyers from 
the University and a group of 
lawyers from the union would 
thrash it out over a table, and 
10,000 students would be waiting 
outside to see what's happening.'' 
University Trustee James P. 
· Weldon is more definite. "I don't 
. think that if collective bargaining 
· is voted in there'll be any finan-
cial impact on students. The 
Board will not raise tuition to 
meet union demands. That's the 
last thing that'll happen, I think. 
. "If the union asks for salary 
mcreases, we'll kick it right over 
to the General Court.'' he savs. 
The revenue aspect of col-
lective bargaining al UNH is un-
clear, because the unique 
PAGE SEVEN 
fmanc1al structure of the Univer-
sity makes it hard to compare to 
other schools that have union-
ized. But almost everyone on all 
sides of the issue questioned 
agree that additional money 
forthcoming from the legislature 
is doubtful in a state already 
hurting for revenue. Since the 
other major revenue source for 
the University is students, it ap-
pears the potential for increased 
student costs is real. 
"There's no magic in this," 
says Mills. "I don't think col-
lective bargaining will develop a 
lot of state revenue, nor do I 
think the reallocation of funds 
' and reordering priorities will 
create amounts of money sub-
stantial enough to solve signi-
ficant problems. 
"Ultimately yes, it appears the 
problem could come back to 
students. It is a real possibility.'' 
University Theater 
presents 
THE CHERRY ORCHARD 
' by An~on Chekhov 
March 3-5 at 8 PM; March 9 at 2 PM 
March 10-12 at 8 PM 






continued from page 2 
says Lewis, and tht.;refore few 
people on campus know about the 
clinic. 
"I hear people who have a ser-
ious speech defect and I'd like to 
· say, ':come on over to the Speech 
and Hearing Clinic," says Lewis. 
~~ople ~ho are in ~ducation, pol-
itical science, busmess adminis-
tration--who rely on their speech, 
they should seek us out if they 
have a speech problem," 
STelllE-Hlllel 
On Zion's Hill, Newmarket 659-6321 
Tuesday, March 2 · Street Corner Jive 
Wed., March 9 
SPIDER JOHN KOERNER 
( S 1 Donation Requested ) 
Thur., March 18 
Dave Seiler & Brion Rolland Quintet 










· leap the Record Straight 
This country needs more people wh-o can accurately report 
the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. That's 
what Court Reporters do. And right now they're needed in 
every state and at all levels of government. 
Although there are a number of worthwhile professions, 
many of them keep you waiting because of seniority, etc. 
But not Court Reporting. This is a profession with an 
immediately marketable skill. 
For one thing, there is an unending stream of litigation 
threatening to jam the courts. And for another, Court Report-
ing is one profession that technology just can't replace. 
Tape recorders. are a lot of fun at noisy birthday' parties, but 
a murder trial is serious business. 
You as a Court Reporter are continually dealing with 
_ people who make things happen. You were there when Lin-
coln delivered the Gettysburg Address, when Gen. Douglas 
MacArthur accepted . Japan's surrender, ·and when Sen. Sam 
Ervin presided over the Watergate hearings. 
If this sounds like the career you've been looking for, 
then ... 
Send for free booklet Shorthand Reporting as a Career, 
and a list of NSRA Approved Training Programs. Please in-
clude self-addressed stamped #10 envelope. 
National Shorthand Reporters ~ssociation 
Suite 608 ·, 
2361 South Jefferson Davis Highway 
Arlington, Virginia 22202 
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COMM.ENT ARY.~-------
What about an SAC ·tax? 
Gary Langer Yet there is a so_lution. The Student Caucus seems to be well on _ the way to finally giving the Women's Center both 
the philosophical and financial backing the Center 
has been seeking·. 
The Caucus has granted the Women's Center 
Student Activity Tax (SAT) status, and has 
approved its request for $3,399 in SAT funds 
pending acceptance of the Center's constitution. 
entirely of women, or men. This would be a 
tragic barrier to the Center's attempts to reach 
all students with information concerning both 
_sexes. 
Any student organization requesting SAT fund-
ing from the Student Caucus should first be judged 
on whether its services and programs can benefit 
the University community as a whole. If this is 
found to be the case, it should next be determined 
whether or not that organization requires staff · 
membership restrictions to function cohesively. 
It is probably quite fortunate that the University 
community will have the Women's Center avail-
able to educate us about the changing roles of 
men and women . in today's society. It is unfor-
tunate, however, that either SAT guidelines or the 
Women's Center itself will have to be compro-
mised to bring this about. 
The Women's Center has yet to submit their · 
con_stitution to the -Student Caucus. Whether or 
not they will request staff membership guidelines 
is, in Cappel's words, "not clear yet." 
But either way, the problem remains. And here 
is where O'Neill made his mistake. 
The Women's Center is 'different from existing 
SAT organizations for reasons beyond its new-
ness. Simply, the- Women's Center by its nature 
requires statt' membership gmdelmes; an all-man 
or all-woman staff would greatly hinder the 
Center's effectiveness. · 
If no staff requirements are necessary, the or-
ganization should qualify as an SAT funded 
group (such as The New Hampshire, Student 
Government and WUNH) . . These SAT groups 
· should continue to · be funded as they are under 
the present · system--by pr¢senting a proposed 
budget to the Student Caucus for approval. 
At a Student Caucus meeting Feb. 27, Student 
Body President Jlm O 'Nelll said, "The o n ly tltlng 
different about the Women's Center is its new-
-ness." 
Those organizations requjring _staff guidelin.~§ 
:,hould be dcoi0 natcd as Student Activity Contri-
O'Neill is wrong. 
Two days before that meeting, Women's · 
Center president Kim Cappel said "it's not con-
ceivable" to her that the Women's Center's five 
member staff could be comprised entirely of men. · 
One method of resolving this conflict would be 
to rewrite SAT guidelines to allow restrictjons 
concerning staff membership in certain instances. 
Like for a Women's Center. Or a Gay Students 
Organization. Or a Black Students Union. 
bution (SAC) groups. The Student Caucus should 
arrive at a student SAC charge that will ~e 
included in the SAT without being burdensome• to 
the individual student. This money should then be 
allocated to the SAC organizations by each student. 
Simply, Student Caucus should supply students 
with a· list of eligible SAC organizations, and 
determine how much SAC money per student 
will be charged. Students could then mark down: · 
their contributions to any or all of the SAC organ- · 
izations on the list, .or could increase their con-
tribution to any of the SAT organizations, until 
they have allocated · the total of their individual 
·cappel is· right. 
For there to be no women on the Women's Cen-
ter staff is patently ridiculous; yet there should be 
men on the staff as well (as Cappel agrees), for 
surely the issues dealt with by a Women's Center 
have an equal effect on both males .and females. 
There are m~ny organizations that can be said 
to benefit the University community as a whole. 
The Women's Center is just one of them. If 
SAT guidelines are changed or ignored in this 
one instance, many other student groups would 
necessarily become eligible for SAT funds. 
SAC charge. • The obvious solution, it would seem, is to 
create guidelines for · a male-female ratio on the 
Center's staff. Yetto do this would violate SAT 
guidelines, for any SAT-funded organization must 
have its membership open to any student at UNH. 
Staff guidelines cannot exist. . 
But if no guidelines are instituted, the staff of 
the Women's Center could easily by made up 
Many students would be willing to have SAT 
guidelines changed to include groups that require 
some staffing guidelines, as does the Women's 
Center. )"et there are, many other students who 
would not go along with such a change. "Why 
should I pay for an organization," they reason, 
"when I niay not be able to join its staff 
because of my sex, or color, or religion .. " 
The result would be to retain full funding of 
SAT organizations, avoiq a conflict between 
worthwhile organizations that by their nature 
require staff membership guidelines and SAT 
rules, and allow students to help fund SAC 
groups that they wish to, without making the 
funding of any particular SAC group compulsory. 
LETTERS 
Thomson 
To the Editor : 
I have seen several of your editorials 
in recent y,reeks criticizing Governor 
Thomson, but stopping there. While I 
agree with your criticism of the gov-
ernor, I urge you to widen your scope . 
of fire. 
There are 424 members in the State , 
Legislature. If the majority of them 
did their jobs with more conscience 1 
and compassion, Governor Thomson's 
influence and negativism would not be 
so powerful or meaningful . 
And if 53,000 New Hampshire voters 
had not voted for Governor Thomson 
· over Harry Spanos, we would have had 
different leadership in New Hamp-
shire government. Thoughtful leader-
ship. Concerned government. 
I review these-facts so that people 
don't come to believe that our state's 
only problem happens to be the man 
who is now governor. While the in-
dividual is a serious dilemma, a 
replacement doesn't automatically 
or _immediately improve matters. 
Criticism can't be aimed just at him, 
or at Mr. Loeb. It has to include 
their supporters who, at the moment, 
still outnumber their opponents. 
Many State Represenfatives and a 
few Senators from throughout the 
state, and even in the Seacoast Area , 
need to be replaced at the next elec-
tion in November, H178. I hope The 
New Hampshire takes a look at the 
records and roll call votes of the pre-
sent 1!177 Legislative Session. Making 
the positions and votes of our legis-
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well for the next election could have a 
very positive effect on New Hampshire 
government. 
That is where the attention needs · 
to be put. Some amaiing and sad 
things are happening in the State 
House, and a lot of people get away 
with it because their actions are not 
widely known. Legislators should 





To the Editor: 
use that it has begun to cave in on it-
self. Leave this formless groove that 
demands nothing from you. You are 
merely striving to fill a space made 
vacant by someone before you . Create 
· your own space. You will have to re-
quire inore of your atrophied faculties , 
but you will at least be out of the-dark 
and blinding hole and looking across . 
at the real horizon. 
I write this as I withdraw from 
college for the last time. I was foolish 
to return so many times. I only hope 
that I can ignite any remaining ember 
of awareness in people s~ching for 
their -lost heritage of creation and 
adventure. 
James D. Fellows 
Students and professors desirous of Taxat1· on 
knowledge and individual creation 
must abandon the restrictive confines 
,of the college classroom. College has To the Editor: 
the function of providing/--an atmos- Your .March 4 editorial on taxation 
phere of constraints and restraints on showed incredible naivete. Aside from 
the creative minds of all students. a few numbers, the main justification 
You must unbind yourself ftom the of your opinion seemed focused on 
parental guidance of exterior obliga- the emotion-ladened word "sleaze." 
tions and assignments that prevent In sum, you said that the imposi-
you from exploring and examining the tion of a small state income tax or . 
dormant slumber of knowledge within sales tax or combination of the two 
yourself. Relieve the dull ache of your would be good because they would 
~ stifled curiosity and creativity by raise more money; "sin taxes" on 
abandoning the academic factory gambling, liquor and cigarette pUF-
which mass produces component parts chases are bad because they are 
for an obsolete system. "sleazy." 
Man is the god of creation. He was A rational look at taxation is in 
not intended to be chained to a routine order here. 
that drains him of his vital force. How First, sales taxes have always been 
many people have the s~rength to free 'regressive--they hit low-income people 
t~emselves from their !Ilonotonous harder than they hit high-income peo-
hves when that ~ex~ flicker of a~ 111e. The poor on fhe dole and the rich 
adve~turous quest igrutes them. Don t never really feel the impact of sales 
pass rt off as merely an adolescent taxes. It is the working middle classes 
daydream that_ sho~d be subdue~ and who really get socked by sales taxes . 
overco1;1-e. Relmqmsh your.secur1t;: of Second, for the most part it is -the 
society s comfortable but deadenmg working middle classes who get hard-
grip on you. est hit by income taxes as well. The 
Life was meant to be a cha_llenge and poor don't have to pay, and the rich 
a strug~le, not a vacant longmg for find loopholes. You may be looking far 
somethmg other than the doldrums of into the future at an egalitarian re-
modern day living. Stop dragging your distributative effect. but historically 
belly along the oath of social expectat- it has been the working_ middle 
tioos. It is a path so worn by constant classes that have borne the brunt of 
A bout Letters 
. The New Hampshire acct~ all responsible letters to the editor and prints them as 
space allows, but cannot guarantee the inclusion of any letter. 
All letters must be ty.ped, double spaced and a maximum of 500 words in order to be 
printed. All letters are subject to minor editing. Final decisions on letters are the editor's. 
Mail letters to: The Editor, The New Hampshire, Room 151, Memorial Uniol\ 
· Bwildi{lg, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. 
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Funding the future may be a gamble 
March, 1980. The roof collapsed in North Con-
greve last week, one of the University's best pro-
fessors left for financial reasons yesterday to teach 
elsewhere and the Board of Trustees recently said 
tuition will rise considerably next semester. Mean-
while, a line of students stands outside the Tin 
Palace anxiously waiting to ·get inside to play the 
slot machines. 
March, 1977. The University's biennium budget 
requ~st is now before the state legislature. It is the 
appalling truth that UNH may not receive the 
state dollars needed for building repairs, salaries 
and wages, inflation or other budgeted areas cru-
cially needed to survive. The State of New Hamp-
shire has reached a financial crisis. _ · 
Gov. Meldrim Thomson's proposed budget will 
not work, said Senate Finance Committee Chair-
man Sen. C. Robertson ' Trow bridge (R-Dublin). 
Thomson's proposed budget is a "major tragedy 
for some state programs and institutions," said 
Trow-bridge. 
"He (Thomson) has asked for no extra money 
for the University System. I say it needs between 
$5 million and $6 million just to survive," he said. 
· So Thomson says he supports a casino gamblill-8 
bill in New Hampshire as one way to improve 
the dreadful revenue problem. Blackjack and rou-
lette would pay for psychology and biochemistry. · 
Diane Breda 
Such a bill sho~s little planning on the part of the 
Governor !for thei future o( :his state. -
Casino gambling can only cause more· harm 
than good for this state. Casino gambling would 
produce $2.5 million a year. That's hardly enough 
to overcome the revenue crisis and the possible 
detrimental affect it will have on the state's moral 
climate. Slot machines would earn $3 million a 
year. 
Such gambling means mobs and bully boys--
more corruption than New Hampshire can prob-
ably handle. The size of the state police force is 
now i too small. Gov. Thomson, the infamous 
moralizer--the man who condemns UNH students 
for streaking and supporting 24-hour visitation,' is 
willing to unload casino gambling and slot 
:machines onto his state. 
· Rut. wh~t Pl~P r.::1n t-l,P m.::1n ·da7 Ho could ngvgr 
give in to a one per cent sales tax or a five 
p~r cent income tax. New Hampshire could be-
come another Massachusetts. But who's to say 
that what could instead prevail wouldn't be worse? 
A one per cent sales tax would bring $30 million 
a year to the state. That alone is more than the 
!otal revenue from th~ Governor's recommenda-
-tions for the entire biennium. Rep. Everett Sack-
ett' s five per cent income tax bill would bring $81 
million a year to New Hampshire. 
Gov. Thomson is always talking about New 
· Hampshire becoming another "Taxachusetts." 
. , The Governor has become so paranoid al?out 
becoming another Massachusetts that he has mere-
ly hopped over the Bay State and landed in 
Atlantic City, New Jersey. 
With casino gambling anq slot machines, New 
Hampshire would be dependent on out-'of-state 
tourists for its revenue, just as it largely depends 
on out-of-sfaters for racing and liquor sales. "New 
Hampshire--the tourist trap" could become the 
· state motto. 
The legislature_ will have before it this spring 
some choices between gambling, broad base tases, 
major cuts in state services or drastic cuts in state 
aid to cities. 
fiopefully, UNH will manage to maintain it~elf 
for fo11r more ye~n; . Ai;: Sen. Tro-v,,bridso put it, 
"I wish the people would realize that when they 
voted for Mel (Thomson) it really meant that when 
their kids grew up and tried to £et into college, 
the University would be substandard or the tui-
tion completeiy out of t·heir reach." 
Well, perhaps not completely out of reach. If a 
slot machine came up all lemons ... 
income taxation. 
Let's face it--taxation is a· penalty. · 
economist Murray Rothbard for 
starters. 
know, we've got to have outlets some-
where else... there's just too much 
material to get on a Beatles album." 
Hence, the overflow manifested itself 
between the making of Abbey Road 
and the release of Let It Be, in Paul's 
. "McCartney" album, John and Yoko's 
"Live Peace in Toronto," George's 
survey found ''Silly Love Songs" the - the experience of seeing them perform 
, number one song of 1976. _ together in the flesh, as opposed to a Taxes are coll\!cted under threat of 
force. The taxes you are forced to pay 
provide services which you often don't 
want or don't benefit from. For these 
reasons, all taxes are sleazy. 
If I had to make a pl,ll'ely pragmatic 
~h(?ice. however, I would prefer to~pe-. 
nahze those people who waste their 
· lives gambling, smoking, or drinking, 
rather than penalizing people who are 
hardworking and thrifty. 
In the interest of oreserving a rei-
atively flealthy culture, it is better 
to tax vice than to tax virtue. 1 m1gnt 
begin to question the motives of any-
one who made a thoughtful choice to 
the contrary. 
My suggestion is that you do more 
in-depth research into a subj~t be-
fore you commit your opinions to 
print. Try reading some books by 
Perhaps then we'll see less sleaze 




To the Editor: 
I would beg to differ with the 
editorial opinion of Dana Jennings 
stating that the Beatles are stale and 
that a reunion of the· group would be 
a "grand faux pas" (The New 
Hampshire, 311). 
i.,or one thing, the Beatles did not 
disband because they had reached a 
"creative dead end." On the contrary, 
the first step to dissolution came be-
cause, as John Lennon put it, "We 
had so much material that, well, you 
"Electronic Sound." and Ringo's 
"Sentimental Journey." Later, it was 
legal hassles that led to the end. 
As for the Beatles' solo abilities. I 
don •'i think tbat anyone realized the 
full extent of their talents until they 
split up. At first McCartney seemed 
lost without a band; then Wings 
evolved and gave us "Live and Let 
Die," "Jet," "Band On the Run," and 
"Let 'Em In." 
Wings has been in the top ten of the 
· album charts since Christmas with the 
concert album, "Wings Over Amer-
ica.;; Billboa~d Magazine's nationwide 
r 
Mr. Shirley's program will 
: Anyone who has ever had to deal scratchy, dusty disc. I never really 
: with US red tape should be surprised knew the Beatles until after they be-
that immigrant John Lennon has had I came defunct as a group. I never knew 
time to produce so many songs of the the hysteria of Carnegie Hall, Candle-
caliber- of "Instant Karma," "Mind stick Park or Shea Stadium. It doesn't 
Games," and "Imagine." Even Ringo seem fair . 
Starr has had enough hits to put oat No one expects the old songs to_ 
a collection of them, in the form of sound the saJl!e. But it would be good--
. 'Blast From Your Past." And George "Wings Over America," on which 
· Harrison's latest LP.., "Thirty-Three Paul sings some of his old . Beatles 
and a Third" is an excellent accom- · solos, proves that a voice can't change 
plishment, including two hits and too much in seven years. And since 
other fine tracks as well. · the four are now once again on good 
What about a reunion? I don't think terms, there's no reason why they 
that these four highly individualized couldn't write new material. I believe 
musicians would last long in a per- -that someday, to the joy of millions 
, _manent situation. But is one concert just like myself, it will happen. · 
too much to ask? There is a whole But it's up to the Beatles them-
new generation of Beatles fans who . selves. When they agree, there will 
long to witness in the 70s what others I be a_n answer. Let it be. 
before them thrilled to ~n the 60s-- , Jody Conley · 
ile casual male 
· include songs of travel and the 
, sea, moods of love, the music 
of Black Folk, and 
Metamorphosis 
Wed. March9 













Students and senior citizens 
$3.50 in advance. All others $5 
Tickets on sale at the Memorial 
Union Ticket·Office,862-2290 
COUPON 
Iii-■II f~§. .. si 
N.H. 
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Avant-Garde music? No, music practice 
By Ken Hinman "You pick up some mighty bi-
On one side of the blue, metal zarre sounds when you first come 
door the stairwell of Paul Creat- up here," says Lovell, a Senior 
ive Arts Center is quiet. The in Env1ronmentaf Conservation. 
silence is broken by footsteps "One evening I came up here 
reverberating, as someone and found two guys sitting on the 
climbs the third flight of stairs floor in the hall, just digging on 
and approaches the door. Lean- the sounds." 
ing his string bass against . the The "sounds" closely resemble 
concrete wall, Ben Lovell yanks a piece of avant-garde music 
the heavy door open. by Pierre Boulez, or a large free-
The air is fransformed. A wave jazz orchestra. Trumpets and 
of atonal noise, devoid of meter, clarinets run scales, a piano re-
beat or symmetry assaults the peats a short phrase over and 
ears. The glare from white flores- . over, and a man's tenor sings 
cent lights, on the ceiling, illu- snatches of a light opera. An oboe 
minates a long, narrow hallway attempts to escape the clamor 
of yellow walls and twenty doors .and reaches higher, meeting a 
outlined in blue. Welcome to the female soprano shrieking above 
music practice rooms. it all. 
Lovell spends three hours each Is it true that the University's 
day in one of the music practice music majors come here to 
rooms, two hours on classical ex- rehearse? Is it really possible to 
ercises and one working out the practice a Chopin etude in the 
hass lines to iazz standards, that middle of this clatter? 
i:5, when he i:, lucky enough to tma "Tho noise is not really too bad 
a vacant room. He does. His in- when you're playing," says Beth 
strument, like a tall fat woman Robinson, a Junior music major 
beside him, barely squeezes who practices two hours a day on 
through the doorway into M-322. one of the beat-up, cigarette 
M-322, like the other music prac- burned, out-of-tune Hamilton, 
ticing rooms is a tight cubicle Cable or Lindesmith & Sons 
half-occupied by an upright Pianos. "But if you stop, even for 
piano. just a moment, you _ can hear 
Practicing fingers pounding the piano. 
TUESDAY, MARCH 8 
lJ niversi ty Art Galleries exhi-
bit opens today. Walt 
Kuhn's Centennial Exhibi-
tion and Dover Tex tiles, 
printed cottons from the 
Cocheco Mills. The Scudder· 
and Carter Galleries in Paul 
Arts, hours: Monday -
Thursday, 10 a. m. to 4 
p.m.; Saturday and Sunday 
1-5 p.m. 
Humanities Lecture: Late Ren-
Brewster McCloud, directed 
by Robert Altman, is the 
movie at the Mub Pub. 
UNH hockey on channel 11 
at 7:30 p.m. The quarter-
finals of the ECAC Division 
I playoff. Go Wildcats! 
MASH is on channel 7 at 9 
p.m. for those of you not at 
the hockey game for some 
insane reason. 
aissance Art, Margot Clark, WEDNESDAY, MARCH 9 
Arts Department, Richards 
Auditorium, Murkland, 11 Peter Seller's stars in The Pink 
a. m. Panther Strikes Again at the 
RichaTd Pryor is in Car Wa.d1 
at the Franklin. 
Franklin. 
quite a bit." 
"When I'm playing my cello 
loud, I can't hear it," agrees tall, 
red-bearded sophomore Chris 
White, as he futilely tries to find 
room between the piano and the 
practice-mirror on the wall 
several feet away, so he can ob-
serve his technique on the cello. 
"However, when I'm playing a 
soft, quiet piece, I can't hear my-
self at all. " 
There are ways to escape the 
freshman grating and squeaking 
away on his violin in the next 
room. The enterprising musician 
can develop an intense concen-
tration, try to drown the squeaker 
out with his own instrument, or 
simply come at a less crowded 
hour, say two in the morning. 
But the cramped quarters, 
broken down pianos and a half-
dozen other inconveniences the 
music student must endure will 
alway:, be there. Like the heat. 
"It's always on the hot side," 
says Jeff Harrod between sweet, 
clear jazz improvisations on his 
alto sax. "Sometimes I really 
roast in here." 
"It certainly leaves a lot to be 
desired. When it's cold outside, 
it's too hot in these rooms, and 
(Karen Keohan photos) 
Robert Redford stars in The 
Candidate this weeks MUSO 
-mm, Thursday at 6:30 and 
9P.M. 
Nothing is more sad than an abandoned instrument. 
vice versa," complains Chris 
White. '·'If they could just solve 
the heat problem, everything else 
would be tolerable.'' 
Not quite, at least not for Beth 
Robinson. "These pianos are hor-
rendous," she says, poking at a 
dead piano key. "They are all out 
of tune. It's not really adequate 
for a piano major." · 
On the beige wall behind her, 
between cracked and chipped 
squares of sound proofing, is a 
sign with the images of a dog 
and a bµrning cigarette crossed 
out. While there is no evidence of 
the no-pets rule being violated, 
there is not a piano on the floor 
that is not badly scarred with cig-
arette burns. · 
In M-326, two doors down from 
where Robinson is practicing, the 
entire front soundboard of a 
piano has been burned black, and 
it lies in the corner next to the 
door. The charred panel that re-
mains on the piano offers sharp 
contrast to the shiny, plastic 
white keys. 
The keys. Most of the pianos 
have 88. But if you were to begin 
an elongated scale on the one in 
M-328, a run from left to right 
University Theater Matinee, 
Chekhov's The Cherry Or-
chard at 2 p.m. in Johnson 
Theater. 
George Shirley, one of Amer-
ica's best tenors, will appear 
in the Granite State Room 
of the MUB tonight at 8 
p.m. tickets are still on sale 
at $3.50 for students and 
$5.00 general. . 
Viveca Lindfors excellent one 
woman show, I Am Woman 
is on channel 11 at 9 p.m. 
Rick Bean holds fqrth at the 
the Mub Pub. 
hitting every note in succession,· 
you would finish with the fingers 
of your right hand impaled on the, 
metal pegs that remain where 
the last ten keys used to be. 
Ben Lovell is now working on 
his jazz bass lines, his small fin-
gers stretching to reach ·the 
higher notes on the fretless neck. 
He is standing up with his back 
to the rear wall. Above his head 
is the only window in the room, 
a long frosted-glass rectangle 
pressed against the ceiling, 
giving the room the effect of 
being below the surface of the 
ground. 
"I think these rooms are great. 
I can come here whenever I 
please and use the facilities for 
nothing," Lovell says. He pauses 
for a moment, leaning on his 
bass, and adds; "But my friends 
who are music majors, avoid 
these rooms like the plague." 
Back in the hall, the musical 
chaos is still going strong. A 
door opens and a small girl 
carrying a clarinet walks out. 
Behind her, in the room, an elec-
tronic metronome ticks away, as 
if to provide some method to the 
madness surrounding it. 
Ingmar Bergman's master-
piece, Scenes From A Marri-
age is on channel 11 at 10 
p.m. and at 11 p.m. a bio-
graphy of Bergman. 
THURSDAY, MARCH 10 
The Cherry Orchard at John-
son Theater. 8 p.m. 
Peter Sellers stars in The Pink 
Panther Strikes Again at the 
Franklin. 
Robert Redford is The Can-
idate, this week's MUSO 
film at the Strafford Room 
of the MUB. 6:30 and 9 p.m. 
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lh· l h1in L \111 t Son~bird 
ecuted masterfully and Hay-
ward's voice glides sweetly over 
the ear. But something is 
missing. 
The songs on Songwriter lack 
the energy and emotional inten-
sity Hayward achieved with the 
Moody Blues: There is not a song 
on the entire album that is as 
strong as Hayward's "Nights in 
White Satin" or "The Question." 
''One Lonely Room'' is a per-
fect example of what is wrong 
with Songwriter. The song be-
gins with nice easy listening mu-
sic, but the song goes nowhere 
from there. It has no drive and 
becomes boring. The song takes 
on a hot-midsummer-night-stick-
to-your-clothes-feeling and suf-
focates the listener in schmaltz?.'. 
orchestration a la Hollywood s 
1940's love stories. , 
Another problem with · Song-
writer is that Hayward deals 
with subjects and themes that 
he has dealt with before as a 
member of the Moody Blues. He 
presents .no greater insights into 
these subjects the second time 
By Kathy Grota around. One can take only so 
It was a year and a half vigil many songs about love and de-
for Fleetwood Mac fans , waiting solation, soon the songwriter 's 
for the release of Fleetwood's honest1 becomes suspect. 
newest album, 'but now the wait is lroQically? the only two ~ongs 
finally over. The question is, was on Songwriter that save 1t are 
the wait worth the worry? ~?e ~ast t~o ~?~gs on _t~e album. 
,Frankly, Fleetwood Mac's _Domg Time 1s a dr1vmg, ~mo-
Rumours is disappointing. The honally_ charged song. It is a 
quick, steady .Fleetwood rhythm depressmg ~as many of the songs 
that was so refreshing on their on Songwriter are) song, but an 
last album, Fleetwood Mac, .honeSt attem_pt by H~~ard to 
has become monotonous and make a meamngful arh~hc state-
stale on Rumours. The music ment. The ~ong doesn t ~aress 
was exciting on their last album rour ears ~ith sweet m_us1c,. but 
because it was new to the group, Ja?.s them hke a s~ar_p stick. 
who previously played in a jazz Nostradamus 1s the ~st 
and blues style. But now the s~i:ig on th~ alb~. It gradu~lly 
music has become two dimen- builds _tension, usmg an Indian 
sional. (Am~ncan) drum beat. Hay-
From the first cut on Rumours, ~ard s understated v~als pro-
"Second Hand News" to the fifth vide perf ec~ counterpomt to the 
"Go Your Own Way" the tempo 1:11"gent mu_sic. ~he s?ng sounds 
is steady and the same with no hke an Ind1~n tribal ntual. Sym-
great variation. It is only on bols of nature r~ur ~r~ughout 
Christine McVie's "Songbird, " the song, co~trastmg w~th imag~s 
the last cut on the first s1ae, that of . dest.rucbon. The_ hstener 1s 
a mood is felt. The beat changes _drawn mto t~e muSic, made ~ 
slightly, becomes slower, and a part_ of the ritual, fe:els the_ m-
contented feeling of love growing te_nSity ~f nat~e and its poss1~le 
is established. . ~est~uch?n. T,h1s song along w~th 
The second side of. the album, Domg Tn!le ~aves the album. 
however, reverts once more to Songw;iter 1s a flawed album. 
the easily recognizable Fleetwood ~ayward _s songs are mostly_ ~elf~ 
style, until once again a change indulgent, he needs the critical 
comes about with another song 
by Christine Mc Vie, ' 'Oh, Daddy.'' 
"Oh, Daddy" is the second and 
final time any sort of feeling 
comes through to the listener 
· from a Fleetwood performer. 
The rest of the album, while 
not displeasing, simply carries no 
excitement. It is merely a con-
tinuation of Fleetwood Mac~s 
earlier, best-selling, album. 
Even the album jackets are 
similar, . with black on white 
graphics. 
interaction that went on within 
the Moody Blues. If Hayward's 
songs had been done in a group 
situation the excesses would have 
been cut away and the music 
made stronger. The album has its 
high points, but one has .to agree 
when Hayward sings, on the title 
cut, "This ain't the best number 
I ever wrote.'' 
Valerie 
Carter, 





Just A Stone's Throw Away 
including: 
Ooh Child/City Lights/Cowboy Angel 
Heartache/Back To Blue Some Mote 
By Barbara Scott 
When you were.a kid, you sang 
to· the songs on the radio and .to 
your parent's records. Your 
parents probably cooed over your 
childish soprano singing adult 
lyrics. And even if your vofce 
was way off-key, they probably 
encouraged you to keep singing. 
Valerie Carter's debut album, 
Fleetwood Mac is still a top 
band, but it needs to get away 
from the pop phase it's going 
through. With experimentaion, 
Fleetwood Mac's music could, 
once again, be exciting and 
fresh. 







By Dana Jennings 
Justin Hayward's first solo al-
bum, Songwriter, is pleasant to 
listen to. It has the orchestral 
trappings and pop profundity that 
exemplified his work with the 
Moody Blues. The music is ex-
COLLEGE COUNCIL PLACEMENT OFFICE 
NEW HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY COUNCIL 
SERVING 
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
KEENE STATE COLLEGE 
NEW HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE 
ST. ANSELM'S COLLEGE 
FRANKLIN PIERCE COLLEGE 
MT. ST. MARY COLLEGE 
NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE COLLEGE 
PLYMOUTH STATE COLLEGE 
NEW ENGLAND COLLEGE 
RIVIER COLLEGE 
NOTRE DAME COLLEGE 
..._FRANCONIA COLLEGE 
MERRIMACK VALLEY BRANCH 
TALK DIRECTLY WITH OVER 40 EMPLOYERS 
NO APPOINTMENTS NECESSARY 
WIDE RANGE OF OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR COMPLnE INFORMATION 
ABOUT SPECIFIC REPRESENTATIVES 
SEE YOUR CAMPUS PLACEMENT OFflCE 
NEW HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE GYMNASIUM 
2500 NORTH RIVER ROAD 
MANCHESTER, NEW HAMPSHIRE 
TUESDAY 10 A.M. TO 3 P.M. 
: Just A Stone's Throw Away, 
is a long way from a child singing 
to records, but Carter's voice still 
has some growing up to do. 
Carter's primary problem, on 
this album, is that her voice 
lacks the confidence. power anc 
emotion to capably sing blues 
numbers like, "Just A Stone's 
Throw Away" and "Back fo ·Blue 
Some More. " And to make mat-
ters worse she is backed by a 
good, strong band that tends to 
overshadow· her voice, a voice, 
which is supposed to be th€ 
strength of this album. 
Carter's voice is sweet and 
breathy with limited range. It is 
pleasant to listen to on some 
cuts , especially on a song like, 
"Ooh Child," which doesn't re-
quire a powerful, mature voice. 
One of the good aspects of this 
album is the talent of the musi-
PAGE ELEVEN 
. cians backing Carter. Jackson 
; Browne plays guitar, John Sebas-
. tian contributes solid blues har-
monica riffs. a·nd Linda Ror_stadt 
sings background vocals that 
comp1ement carter 's v01ce well , 
adding fullness and range. 
Carter has proven herself as a 
· backup singer, having sung with 
such people and bands· as Jack-
son Browne, James Taylor, Little 
' Feat. and Howdv Moon, and a. 
songwriter, writing songs for peo-
ple like folk singer Judy Collins. 
• She has yet to prove herself as 
a lead singer as evidenced by 
Just A Stone's Throw A way 
She still needs more confidence 
1 in her talent and a maturing of 
her voice, if she is to sing blues, 
. only then will she outgrow the 
. image of just a kid singing with 
· the records. 
George Shirley, one of America's best tenors will be ap-









DINING ROOM~OTOR INN 
We hate to brag but ... 




FIND OUT FOR YOURSELF 
CHINESE SMORGASBORD 
Every Wednesday 6-8:30 p. m. 
All you can eat S4.95 per person 
Special luncheons 11 :30 a.m.-3:00 p.m. 
Take-out and banquet facilities available 
· For The Finest in 




Starting March 3rd for 2 weeks 
JIM KACH and HOT PROPERTY 
·Rte. 1, Rye N.H. Ting-a-ling 964-5545 
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STUDY ABROAD WITH SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY 1977 FALL SEMESTER PROGRAMS 
FLORENCE Italian Languages and Literature, History, Fine Arts, Humanities, 
Philosophy, Social Science. 
MADRID Spanish Language and Literature, Anthropology, Fine Arts, 
History, Political Science, Social Science, Business/Management, 
Education, Philosophy, Sociology, Theology. 
STRASBOURG French Language and Literature, German Language, History, 
Fine Arts, Religion, Political Science, Social Science. 
AMSTERDAM Dutch Language and Culture. Fine Arts, History, Social Science, 
Economics, Management, Social Work, Human Development, 
Anthropology. 
LONDON English, History, Fine Arts, Political Science, Photography, 
Advertising, Newswritlng, Drama. Art History, Studio Arts, 
Architecture, Teacher Education. 
MEXICO Spanish Language and Literature, Art, Geology, Geography, 
Sociology, Political Science, History, Anthropology. 
ISRAEL Management Program with Liberal Arts electives. 
• ,rs NOT TOO LA TE! APPL y NOW-FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE 






















Syracuse University, Division of International Programs Abroad 
335 Comstock Avenue, Room.N, Syracuse, New York 1321 a (3151423-3471 
-Recycling 
RECYCLE 
continued from page 3 
used to collect cans, colored 
glass. clear glass and news-
papers. "If the town has the 
dumpsters we will pick them up. 
·There will be no problem, no 
problem at all," said"Joe Tessier, 
foreman of the Recycling Center. 
Bogle helped author the article 
passed at last year's town 
meeting which provided $5,000 
for a recycling pick-up study for 
the town. The pick-up ran for 11 
weeks, from October to Decem-
ber, and ended when the $5,000 
ran out. 
When the pick-up started, 
participation was voluntary. 
Citizens were asked to separate 
newspapers, colored glass, clear 
ghl££ 1 and can£ frorri thoir 
regular trash. On November 22, 
the . separation was made 
mandatory. 
"There were complaints when 
the selectmen made it 
mandatory," said Bogle. "We 
wanted a better estimate of the 
materials that could be colfected, 
and the article had called for an 
ordinance. · 
"There was also criticism that 
the money could have been 
stretched over a longer period of 
' time," said Bogle. "We had to use 
the equipment that was avail-
able. 
"The town converted a high--
bed dump truck by dividing the 
back into three compartments so 
that all three categories of trash 
could be collected at once. This 
meant that two men had to be on 
the truck for the collection alone; 
with the driver. All town trucks 
which are parked must have their 
wheels secured with wood for 
safety reasons when the driver 
gets out. This meant the driver 
had to remain in the truck. 
The dumpster proposal has 
been favorably received by the 
selectmen and it was approved 
by the Durham Budget 
Committee, according to Bogle. 
"The impact would be simply 
to permit citizens to bring re-
cyclable· items to the shopping 
center," said Selectman 
Lawrence O'Connell. "It is my 
understanding that pick-ups are 
expensive, and there's not 
enough information on the 
future." 
"This is the first step forward 
to a complete recycling 
program," said Floyd Barker, 
UNH extension environmental 
specialist. "If and when the town 
makes it mandatory, then we're 
part way there," he said. 
"Recycling has got to be 
effected sooner or later," said 
John Warnke, who authored the 
mandatory recycling proposal. 
''Landfill must come to a 
screeching halt because it wastes 
land. 
"We spend more time with 
study groups trying to solve big 
problems in a single jump rather 
than solving problems segment 
by segment," said Warnke. "We 
must cease and desist burning 
and burying." • 
The mandatory recycling pro-
posal goes along with a 
mandate which appeared on the 
Federal Register in September, 
1976, requirinl! all federal 
employees to recycle paper, can~ 
·and glass. This applies in all 
natio~al parks and all military 
installations as . well.' Some 
military bases are already sep-
arating and selling materials, 
according to Barker. · 
"The selectmen have to argue 
~gainst Article 11 (mandatory 
recycling)," -said Selectman 
O'Connell. They feel the article 
"ties their hands" on another 
proposal which calls for a f easib-
ility study·on an incinerator. The 
proposed incinerator would burn 




continued from page 2 
When Parker asked for a show of 
hands to see if this would create 
a hardship, all hands shot up. 
Parker explained that the new 
provision was aimed at cutting 
down on the abuse of funds by 
veterans. 
Parker answered many con-
cerns raised by veterans over 
the number of class hours they 
would be credited for in a situ-
ation such as a eight credit inde-
pendent study course with little 
student/teacher contact. Parker 
said the University would have to 
determine the· number of class 
hours in that type of situation. 
classified ads 
for sale 
ELECTRIC BASS FOR SALE: Am peg with 
Gibson humbucking 2icku2. Copy of 
precision l;>ass on small scale. Excellent 
.action. Good for smalJ hands. $150.00 Beni 
Lovell 742-4572. 3/15 
'73 Chevy Vega Hatch GT Deluxe Interior, 
· 4 speed, AM-FM, Tinted glass, snow tires, 
no rust , $1250. Call 742-5259. 9 a .m.-5 p.m.; 
749--2335 after 6 p.m. 3/11 
67 Dodge Polara, good running condition 
clean, repaint, inspection, automatic, good 
radio, 6 tires ; power steering, j 250,. or best . 
offer., call 868-7248. any time, 3/18. 
For Sale - used only two times, Koflach 
ski boots size 8½ M mens. comparable to 
'women 's 91/2 $SO. or BO call 749-0842. 3/11. 
For Sale 1-pair 32" goalie leg pads, used one 
~,:son, good condition, $25.00 Call 868-7598. 
Want cold beer in your room? Ice cream or 
chinese food? Full-size 4 ft. refrigerator that 
fits nicely in any room. Give us an offer. 
Congreve 868-9857 or 2-2170 Joan or Cheryl. 
"J/1!>. 
1975 Toyota Landcruiser, 24,000 miles, ask~, 
ing $3700.00 for more info. P.all AA4-9544 
Barrimiton. Also a 1970 Toyota Corolla; 
body in excellent shape; engine n!leds some 
wor~, $700. 3/15. • 
pre-paid class ad fortn 
TO READ AS FOLLOWS: ___________________ _ 
PLEASE PRINT MUST BE PREPAID 
1-... IRST INSERTION: $1.00 for 30 words or less; $.60 for each 15 words extra._ 
EACH CQNSECCTIYE INSERTION: $.25 Maximim number or runs: 6. 
Tf•lephonE- numbe1 sand dates count as one wori; hyphenated words colt,.nt as two. 
Mistakes on our part merit one additional run. 
Amt. encl.: TO RUN TIMES. 
-
Make ctieck!i\·payable t.o: The New HamP.shire, Rm. 151. Memorial Union. 
1973 Silver Buick AJ>Ollo - excellent condition\ 
: 4 new tires1 including snow tires, automatic radio, sma 1 8 cyl., Black vinyl interior w/ 
wood grain dash, no rust, no damage inside 
or out, 99,000 miles, 
regularly serviced by Buick Agency origin-
alfy purchased from in 1973, best offl:)r over 
$1200, 664-9012. 4/4. 
TIRES FOR SALE: l-9.50Xl6.5 tubeless 
Goodyear, Nylon Custom Xtra Grip Wide 
Tread. 1-9.50X16.5 tubeless PENNsylvania 
Traction Tread. Excellent sl!~pe, less than 
2 000 mi. Sell new for at least :JillU apiece. Will 
sell for $50 for the pair. Call Tim at 742-0537. 
3/8 .. 
Two Pro Shure Mikes, Vocal Sphere Model 
No.579SB, with cables $40 apiece or $75 for 
both. Call 749-2067. 3/8 
Puppies for sale. Half golden retriever, half? 
$10 Call 868-2803, 3/15. 
FOR SALE: 1974 Chevy Van, 350 V-8, Auto-
matic, Power Brakes, 60 series tires, white 
spoke wheels, other extras. $3,000 firm. 742-
4106 evenj.ngs (keep trying) or 2-1383 
mornings ( ask for Jeff Lord.). 
3/15 
Sofa-bed $60.00, single bed $10.00, dresser 
$10.00, Facial Sauna $5.00, Food Dehydrator 
$35.00, Buck Knife (119 special) $15.00, 
Records (Albums & 78's) 742-6724. 3/15 
COAL STOVE"FOR SALE: Old but good. $50. 
Ben Lovell 742--4572. 3/11 
For sale:· Y ainafiaFG-300 w /custom pa1ntec. 
case. 4 yrs. old. Good condition. Sound 
mellowed w/age . Really good one. $300. Call 
">au! at 749-0385.3./8 
For Sale: 1975 Kawasaki KX 450 Motocross-
Excellent shape never raced. Lots_ of power, 
very few miles. $550. Call Tim at 742-0537. 3/8 
1971 New Moon Mobile Home 3 bedroom, 
12x60, partly furnished, washei-;-drver, air con-
ditioner, shed, 15 min, from UNI1, in Dover, 
$7000, 755-2661 3/15 • 
Tired of the winter scene? Try adding a 
touch of spring to that scene with macrame 
plant hangers! Also jewelry watchbands 
dog/cat collars, and wall hangings. Call Pat'. 
659-2808. 3/8 - . 
For sale: Fischer skis 180 cm. with Salomon 
40 Bindings $65.00,Rieker Boots(6) $25.00j 
Nordica Boots(9N) used twice $40.00. Cal 
742-3556 after 5 p.m. 3/8 
For Sale: 1971 Chevy Nova 4 door, 6:.Cylinder 
automatic 38,000 miles $1100, 659-3944. 3/18. 
The cost of the studytestimated 
at $20,000, would be sriared pro-
portionately by the participating 
towns, the ·university of New 
Hampshire and the town of 
Durham. 
The study is scheduled to be 
completed in 1978 with a report 
listing recommendations for 
, appropriate action. 
Warnke does not believe the 
mandatory recyclin~ proposal 
interferes with the incinerator 
study. "No energy is produced by 
burning glass and cans," he said. 
Selectman O'.Connell, who is 
Chairman of the UNH Political 
Science Department, suggested 
that metals could be picked out 
after the burning. However, after 
btirnfng, many metals are of less 
value or useless. · 
"We ought to have a total solid 
waste study," said Barker. "We 
should take an overview of the 
long-run, not the · short-run of 
burning everything today.'' 
Barker suggested composting 
organics to be used as soil 
conditionen;, :;along with i;ep:;ar:;at-
ing recyclables before 
, incineration. ''Only then should 
the residue be considered for heat 
retrieval," said Barker. 
"We're not telling anyone what 
to do or how to do it," said 
Warnke. "It doesn't solve the 
whole conservation problem or 
the whole solid waste problem." 
Warnke also contended that if in 
time it was shown that paper 
could best be utilized by burning 
it, then that could still be done. 
But for now he favors recycling. 
''Recycling is becoming a 
reality across the country so why 
not get in on it," said Sharon 
Meeker, one of the signers of the 
mandatory recycling proposal, 
and the advisor to a group of 40 
students at the Oyster River 
Elementary School . who have 
formed a recycling club. 
"People have demonstrated- a 
willingness to recycle and 
_separate," Meeker said. "The 
elementary school recycles 
, almost 100 per cent of its paper_" 
"We don't really know right 
now how many people this is _ 
going to affect here because 
you've got courses that are four 
c·redits and meet for four hours 
a week, and you may have 
courses in another department 
that are four credits, but meet 
for five hours ·a week,'' he said. 
This is . why the University is 
going to have to supply this in-
formation." 
For Sale: OHM-E loudsi>eakers. $100 for 
gi:i1 ~:J~975~!~~ a~ieror~~~efoi/li~ years. 
For sale: Imported hand-knit bulky 
cardigan sweaters from Mexico. Many 
styles and sizes. For more information call 
868-7308 and ask for Biff. 3/8 
For sale: VW parts for Squareback: ,_. 
Excellent Engine, Clutch New, Four radials, 
Two New snows Fischer 201 AMFM Stereo . 
Amplifier! and Herman "Surviver" both 1/a 
price. Cal Neil 664-2441 a local. 3/8 
DRAFTING AND DRAWING EQUIPMENT. 
Half-price. new, unused. Adjustable 
triangles and rulers .. Flexicurves. Metric 
rulers and scales. British Thornton, Unique. 
~~~rJ.!jf\i~ri~rrng aids. Call 2-1633. Scott 
Need Money! Tec;hnics 630 Cassette Deck 
two months old. Dolby NR, Cromium Diox-
ide Switc~ Peak meters, Pau~eJ Cables 
$180 new, ht tie use. Best offer. Call Doug B 
at 862-1632. 3/8 · 
DAY PACKS, Waterproof nylon. Front 
pouch. Drawstring top. Blue, Green, orange. 
$9.50. Send check, money order to: Campus 
MFG. P.O. Box 113. Durham, NH 03824. 
Include name, address, color. 3/15 
For Sale: HP-65 Programable Calculator. 
if~~rl~~Jii.868-9892 or 2-2434. Room 507, 
Stereo System- Panasonic 4:.channel FM/ AM 
Receiver and Four speakers $175 or B.O. 
Also, Panasonic Reel-to Reel Recorder with 
automatic reverse and 20 taoes $175 or B.O. -
$325 for both. See Gibbs Head Resident or 
call 862-1295 after 5. 3/11. · 
For Sale: RCA color T.V. in excellent con-
dition, asking $180. "18/16" Call 207-363-
2399. 3/15. 
· 72 yellow Vega Hatchback, automatic, 
Sony tape deck-4 speakers, new engine. 
Asking $350 or best offer. Call :m-363-2399.3/15. 
Pioneer Tape Deck - Recorder, CT-F8282. 
New (Jan 10) not used before. Asking $270 
or best offer. Call 207-363-2399. 3/15. 
1966 Ford Mustang GT: Entire car in mint 
condition. A Ford classic for only $2200. 
Will consider a trade. Call Mrs . Knight, 
2-2321, Math Department or Exeter 778-
0455. 3/18. , 
Acts wanted for Nightclub Gong Show Sun-
day, March 13, at 3 p.m. $50.00 first prize 




continued from page 3 
got eiiminated, lu'ckily. We still 
did not expect to win it." 
Their toughest competition 
came in the semi-finals from the 
Southern Connecticut State 
College team who they eventually 
met in the finals. 
"We had a very close match 
with them in the semi-finals," 
said Sporer, "but the final itself 
was easier because we played 
much better than the first time." 
Streater said the other team 
was at a disadvantage because 
"they knew we beat them once 
already." 
Both players said they were 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE TUES~AY MARCH 8, 1977 
nervous -during the finals: "I was 
petrified," said Streater. "There 
were about 40 people watching as 
well as a television crew covering 
it for the local educational TV 
station." "It was horrible," 
Sporer added. 
Now that they have won the 
! regional tournament, Sporer and 
' Streater hope to be invited to the 
National Table Tennis Tourna-
menf which is scheduled for 
later this year. The problem in 
getting the invitation concerns 
the past policy of the nationals 
not to sponser doubles team 
competition. But this policy is in 
. the process of being changed. 
Sporer was invited to the 
nationals in 1973, where he came 
in second in the singles, losing tc. 
a player from Princeton. Streater 
said the possibility of gettinj? an 
I invitation to the nationals is ''still 
up in the air. We aren't even sure 
where it is going to be held.'' 
As serious table tennis players, 
Streater and Sporer both have 
strong feelings about the sport. "I 
consider it a very serious sport," 
said Soorer. "People will say -to 
me 'Hey I play pmg pong, let'& 
· play.' i think that is wrong. 
Would you go up to the tennis 
champ of New England and ask 
him to play a couple of sets'?" 
Streater feels that the best way 
for people to understand the sport 
·would be to join the UNH table 
· tennis club and learn what the 
game really involves . 
With any luck at all, UNH may 
have two national champion 
teams this semester. Sporer and 
Streater seem to be pretty confi-








- March 9-12 
6:30 &8:30 
6:30 & 8:30 
Peter Sellers 
''THE PINK PANTHER 
STRIKES AGAIN" 
All Tickets $2.00 
Sun.-Tues. 6:30 & 9:00 
March 13-15 
SAINT THOMAS AQUINAS HIGH SCHOOL 
Dover Point Roaci, Dover, N.H. 
Led Zeppelin 
"THE SONG 
REMAINS THE SAME'' 
OPEN MOUSE: Sunday, March 13, 2:00 to 4:00 pm 
Welcome and orientation-gym-2:00 p.m. 
Meet faculty and students; tour buildin,g 
REGISTRATION: March 13, 2:30to4:00 pm 
· - March 14-17, 8:00 am to 4:00 pm 
AFFILIATION: 
-Roman Catholic 
-Regional high school 
FACULTY: 
-50 °/ 0 religious IJ.S.A. 
-50 °/ 0 lay men and women 
-We welcome non-Catholics 













-persona I ized atmosphere 
DISCIPLINE: 
-controlled environment 
100 o/o cotton, made. in our own NH 
, mills. Sizes S,M&L 
Nice selection of colors. Values 
to $9 now just $5.99. 
-serves 30 NH and ME towns 
-humanistic policies 
-bus transportation -accountabiity OPEN 
-daily activity bus -supervision MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 9:30 to 9:30 
SATURDAY 9:30 AM to 5:30 PM 
SUNDAY 1 :00 PM to 6:00 PM 
REGISTER EARLY TO ASSURE ADMISSION 
742-3206 
Mastercharge & Bankamericard 
corner of Maplewood & Central Ave. 
Portsmouth, N.H. 
classified ads 
MUST FIND A GOOD HOME FOR A CUTE 
5 month old, buff colored, male kitten. Cail 
anytime 868-9750 or 862-2173 ask for Rm. 372. 
3/8 
Classic 70 VW For Sale Runs good, needs 1 
Front shock $.550 or Best offer Call Nat 664-
!658 Strafford 3/15 
For Sale: BENJAMIN MIRACORD 625-four 
speed turntable. Push button controls. Includes 
~c~ll~\~~;di~o~ni1~~~~7 ~ctge. 
1970 Mobile Home for sale Barrington, N.H., 
12x46,. 2 bedroom, partly furnished, in Park1 5 mi. to UNH. 2 storage sheds. Pricea 
to sell: $3000. Cail 868-5813 after 7 p.m . 3/18. 
REVIEWERS wanted for books published 
by small presses. All subjects needed, es~. 
literature philosophy, energy, women s 
studies, alternative livmg. Limit 150 words. 
No pay, you keep the book. Write: Review 
Editor, SELECT PRESS BOOK SERVICE, 
14 South St. Milford, N .H. 03055. 3/29. 
For Rent: large studio apt. Living room, 
kitchen, bedroom and bath. Stove and 
refrigerator - five minute walk to campus. 
No children or pets. Available March 14 to 
~-~r:i%n only. $135 plus utilities. 
Furnished efficiency apt for rent, 29 Main 
St, number 7, Durham. Call Bob Audet 
659-3602. 3/15. 
Lg. furnish€d Studio apartment: fireplace. 
open-beam ceiling, barn-siding oanelling 
(fully insulated) thermo-pane !-liding doors .. 
All necessities : electric heat full bath, 
interior panelling not totally finished; no 
formal kitchen: refrigerator, hot plant,.}g. 
broiler oven, etc. Wallting distance to Ur-.H. 
For the right person or persons (2), we·'u 
make it a reasonable deal. 3/8 
help wanted 
COLORADO WYOMING MONTANA 
Summertime employees for dude ranches, 
Natl. Parks, and U.S. Forest Service. For _ 
imformation and directory send $3.00 to Out-
door Services Cody, Wyoming 824i4 Box 349. 
SAAB-96 blues, I need someone to work on 
my car . You must be knowledgable in 
SAAB's. I will pay, but not like the dealers. 
=C_a_ll~J_ef~f_St_r_aw_8_68_-2_9_46~-_3/_1_1. ____ ~ . Be your own boss & work your own hours. 
For Sale: 1974 175cc Kawasaki dirt bike; Make money selling Specialty Merchandise. 
street legaL good shape - $450 or best offer. Call Jim apt C-5; 868-9883. 3/11 
Must self - Nick at 436-1851. 3/11 
LUDWIG DRUMS: Zildjian cymbals, 
basedrum, snare mountect and floor toms, 
hi-hat, throwe, hardward, complete with 
trap case. Asking $250. Call 868-2012. 3/15. 
Underwood 700 electric . typewriter1_ recently 
serviced-all features-originally top tine office 
machine-approx. 5 yrs. old-still good condition 
orig. cost $400, now $100. Calf Tony Smith 
679-8616 Epping, NH evenings 3/15 
dwellings 
Apartment f~r rent: 2 min. from campus. 
Liv., Bed.J..K1t. $135.00 a month plus utilities. 
A couple. t;all after 6 p.m. 868-5409. 3/ 8 
Male room-mate needed for middle of March 
$80 pe~ iponth including_ heat, 3 bedrooms, 
large hvmg room and lt1tchen. on kari-van 
route, in Dover. See Dana at The New Hamp-
shire . . 
~ Nwmkt. lg. E:fficiency apt. with nice sunn1 
wmdows for ·qwet person or couple ½ blocK 
from mainstreet. $135/month heat included 
(electric. sep.J 19 Central St. Call caretaker 
~~
1
f9-2712 or come to same address, apt.4 
For rent : apartment, 3 rooms . Very sunny 
location-kHcnen, bedroom , bath. Five min-
ute r ide from campus. No pets or children. 
$140 plus ut ili ties . 868-9648. 3/ 8. 
Adequate electric blues guitarist . seeks 
drummer, bass,. keyboards· etc . Fo, occa-
sional jam session. Musical tastes include 
chicago blues.i..contemporary -crossover jazz 
(Crusaders, rom Scott) DF PO Box 211 
Durham or call 1-736-9763 3/18 
lost and found 
Please check the MUB Information Center if 
you've lost any of the following things: books 
or notebooks, glasses scarves gloves or 
mittens, hats, jackets, keys , shirts, sweaters 
wallets, purses, jewelery , and an assortment 
of things in other categories. Over 200 items 
have l>een turned in by departments and 
offices on campus since the beginning of 
second semester. Goods which remain un , 
claimed after one month will be sold. at the 
Information Center on Monday, March 28 
through Fridy, April 1. 
FOUND : long-haired, female cat on 1/ 27/77 
on Packers Falls Road. If yours, please call 
65-9:5872 3(8 
Lost: One Gerry Dowri Parka at Phi Mu 
Delta on 2/ 23/77. Color: Bright Orange. If 
you know its whereabouts, call John m 301 
at 2-1584. NQA. It 's my only coat. 3/ 11. 
Whoever " borrowed" my bicycle from Karls 
Saturday night,.please return it. I need it 
badly. THANK rOU . 868-2267. 3/ 11. 
Lost : green swiss alpine mountain hat. Has 
much more• ihan monetary value to me. Lost 
sometime around Feb. 25. Reward. Call Nick 
.. a.t 659-2615 or 2-1490. 3/8 
roommates 
Two room-mates needed for Swnmer and/or 
Fall $93/mo.{ utilities included. Own rooms; 
kitchen facili ies. Close to campus 25 Main, 
No. 9, Durham. Call Jane, Pat, or Sue 
~-74993/18 
Female wanted to share comfortable apt on 
Silver Street in Dover with 3 others 112.50 
"wn r!""'m. hPf'lt. .wat.~r. firewood. washer 
dryer mcl. m thJS fme hvmg accommodation 
749-4870. 4/ 4. -
F'emale Roommate needed - available 
immediately $95.00/mo. includes all b1..t elec-
tricity . Five minutes from campus; fur-
nished, living room, kitchen, share bedroom . 
Call Ann or Teave message at 742-8413 betw . 
5-10 p.m. 4/11 · 
services 
PICTURES. Candids portraits, team and 
group photos, passports, weddings. In color or 
black and white. Sittings converuently at your 
home or on campus. Call Al Richardson, 
742-4211. Most reasonable. 3/18 
T~o r!ders needed to Florida. Round trii> to 
M1am1 Beach for only $70. Leaving Friday 
March 18 around noontime from UNH Need 
not share in the driving. Call Rich Mori at 
862-1490 or Donna Textor at 862-1647 :l/ 15. 
In great need of ride to Burlington, Vt. or 
Plattsburgh, NY (due west of Burlington on 
Lake Champlain) for Spring Break. Can you 
help? Please contact Marla 2-2207 or 868-9824 
3/15. 
Ride needed: to Washington D.C. or vicinity 
March 17th or 18th wiff help pay expenses 
contact Diana Davis at 2-2383".3715. 
HELP! I need a ride to Wisconsin or vic-
inity, for March vacation <there and backJ. 
Will share expenses. Also good talker. 
Please call Mike 868-9751. 3/18. 
personals 
Kim, Suzette, Diane, Heidi, Su-z-q, Cheri , 
Jono, Di, Nancy and Laura - Congratulations 
to the best Phis yet! 3/8 
Come to Boston and see Sylvia Plath, Thurs-
day March 10. A biographical play about the 
author who wrote The Bell Jar. $5.75; sign-
up Area II Community Desk, Devine Hall. 
· Buses leave 5 :30 in front of Devine. 3/8 
Seniors/qraduates Restime)repared b,Y exper- Mr. Smile : I just found the file(sJ you 
ienced !)E}rsonnel manager willi MA m guid- created for me {Dec. 15). Who are you? 
ance and counseling. Call for appointment in I hope you have a super deluxe day, too . 
Hampton 926-85098a.m. 0 5p.m. 3/18 Sincerely, 046505.TEM. 3/11 
MUSICAL INSTRUCTION GUITAR Lessons- Neded: ·EE major with the following quali-
Study Jazz, Folk, Rock. Country, flat-picking, fications: 4.0 averagei MC experience1 and finger-picking, modal tuning. FLUTE lessons answers to CP Consul your 'Standard dic-
classical, tn1provisafiona1 ·styles. Instruction tionary 3/8 -
~niG/:~i~-~/tii~)f~al musicians. Rea- To our A)f'ha Chi big sisters , Kate S. , Kate J . 
Depressed sitting around in your apartment? . ~;Ski!~es f;tw. Ian 'i0~~~i~~~ablN' Hugs 
Dorm life doesn't make it? Meet some friends 
at Kappa Sigma and enJ·oy life a little. If To Kim, Thanx for being there. Hope we 
will soon be close. You make me so very 
you are even slightly interested call Thad happy . My room at 11:30 Tues, Thurs. Keep 
002-12883/ 15 • Smilmg. Your loving Phantom. 3/8. 
BUSINESS TEACHER will do thesis h d JI k. ? 
student , business, personal , professional Kathy B - Is your write an sti wor ,ng. 
TYPING on IBM SELECTRIC, choice of Are you alive? Stillings 1053. 3/ 8. _ _ 
!b'i~~/Bi~~ha'. i~~~s~t~18or dictation . Reason-
To the person who's privacy I invaded Feb. 
17. Sincere arologies , sorry I made you miss 
the movie. 1 won 't happen again unless in-
vited . 3/ 12 
Dear Tues . Blood Donor: Where are you? 
Can 't find your frat. Enjoyed our conver-
sation and would like to have another . Please 
reply or visit me, you know where . O-Nega-
live . :l / 1 I . 
--- -------
Sylvia Plath is alive and well in Boston. 
• See the biographical play, Thursday , March 
10, with Area II. $5.75 - sign ·up at Devine 
!"lc1ll Community Desk. :l /8. ____ _ 
Stoke 7 and 8: Get psyched for our extrava-
ganza sex night March 15, 8: :Jo, first floor 
carpeted lounge. And remember: Hope is 
not 1l Method 1 3/ 15. __ ____ _ _ _ 
JAMAICA- -Spring Vacation . A week of 
sa1l•nP in the Iurquoise waters of the 
Caribbean aboard a 45 foot sloop for only $125. 
Does not include transportation. Maximum 
f ~f~r~e;e~~·. 39!~1 Tracy 749-4722 for more 
Gail , thanks for the letter . Enjoy your 
break. KeepTerrehauti alive! 3/ 8. 
and ... 
Wanted - Garage or storage place on week-
ends and weel<nights for a Kawasaki 900 
motorcycle. Withm 2 mile radius of Stoke. 
Will pay good bucks . Call Thad - 868-9820, 
Rm 614. 3fl8. 
·TENNIS PROS AND ASSISTANT PROS" -
for seasonal, outdoor clubs ; require good 
playmg ana teaching background. Call 
1 :l0l J 654-3770, or send complefe resume to: 
Col. R. Reade, W T.S.h 8401 Connecticut 
~~~~:3/ li~ite 1011. C evy Chase, MD, 
Uonel Trains\ sets1, accessories, 0 gauge pre-ferred. Descrioe fWl, with loco No.s,_condition, 
in fll'St letter with pnce wanted. Patrick Grace, 
Box 145, York Harbor, Me. 03911. 3/ 15 
Don't miss the sun! 
rides 
Know anyone driving to UNH from Keene 
on the 11th or 12th and driving back to 
Keene the 13th? Call Jan, 2-1490. Will share 
expenses. PLEASE! 3/ 11. 
Find a ride south 
through the class_ ads 
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.,comics 
Our Better Side 
DOONESBURY··---- -
OKA'C WG JUST GOT TU£ 
ABSOLUTfLY FINAL.LU?f?D 
FROM THG COMMl77/CJNtR3' 
OFFICE ... 
. Nd MATTER How MUCl-l 
MONf.Y 11-lf NfTWOf?KS 
WOVL-D PAY FOR IT, /-IE 
U/ILL NOT ALLOW TJ.1£ WfX1" 
N8A ALL-5TAR TO MATCH 
Tl-IE LEAGUE'5 BLACK. 
PLAY~R7 AGAIN~T T/../E 
UJI-/ITG PLA'l'R5. 
by Debbie Blood 
! were practis ,;,q m 




BllT a YOE I KNOW, 
Ata/AYS SAYS 81/T 7H/5 TIM& 
7HAT ! \ IT l<EAllY 
IAKJl</<leD Mc .. 
I 
by Jeff Millar & Bill Hinds 
ru, COMM/~7/0NfR 




5TAN05 FOR ... 
ANl7 1i/AT n/fR' Al¢ ONLY 
F0Uf? Wl-l!TG PLAYGf?:? 
IN TJJf Lf:AGUE AAJYWAY. .. 
collegiate crossword 
2 3 4 6 7 8 9 
14 55 "Good Nefghbor -" 19 Up and about 58 Palm drink 24 Complexion problem 
ACROSS 
1 Certain auditors 60 Attain 25 "Citizen -" 
17 (abbr. ) 64 Book by Robert 27 ·shoo! 
5Concise Conot(2wds.) 28Dealwith 
20 10 Attire 68 Italian coin 29 Kitchen pest 
14 Hawaiian dance 69 Place of worship 30 Severe 
15 Daniel or Pat 70 Sow 31 French' revolutionist 
16 Operati-c solo 71 Abound 32 !Melling 
32 33 34 
·17 Dreiser's "An-" 72 Cuts 33 Annoy (2wds.) 
20 Anglo--· - 73 Facility 34 Rocky 
35 
21 Titles of respect 39 Sound of relief 
22 Type of tree - DOWN 41 - facto 
23 Bismarck's state 42 Kind of jacket 
38 (abbr.) 1 Actor Laughton 45 Native of -Teheran 26 Soaks (abbr.) 47 Frightening 
44 
28 JFK and Lincoln, 2 Mountain lion 50 Author Jong, et al. 
e.g. (2 wds.) 3 Gridder - Karras 51 Shock 
35 Mythical bird 4 Lamour made it 52 Actually existing: 
49 36 Miss Alberghetti famous Lat. 
37 Morocco's capital 5 British network 55- Sodium chloride 
38 Waters : Fr. 6 Brown kiwi 56 French friend 
40 Weird - 7 Electrified 57 Nothing more than 
43 African country particles 59 Opposed to 
44 Play part ~2 wds.) 8 Complete 61 On an ocean voyage 
64 
--+--t----+---+-~ 46 Bachelor pads 9 Mel or Jose 62 C-urved letters 
(abbr.) 10 Joke 63 R.L. Stevenson 
48 Golfer Sikes 11 - . - code dlaracter · 
68 69 --~----- 49 LBJ's dream (3 wds.)12 Disencumbers 65 Drive into 53 David's instrument 13 Senator Birch - 66 Cereal grain 
71 72 
.,.,..,..-+---+--+---I 54 Judah's son 18 - ink 67 M. D. 's 
© Edward Julius, 1975 Collegiate CW75-6 ANSWERS, page 6 
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continued from page 1 
financial support for the library 
and the "faculty-student ratio." 
"There has been a big escalation 
in the cost of published mate-
rial," he said. "This reduces the 
amount of material the Univer-
sity can purchase." Mills said he 
is trying to increase library sup-
port. 
Mills said the deteriorating 
quality of education is exempli-
fied by the change in the faculty-
student ratio. There is presently 
,one faculty member for every 20 
students. Twelve years ago, the 
ratio was one faculty member for 
14 students, according to Mills. 
The change in the faculty-stu-
dent ratio, said Mills, "provides 
an index as to what has hao~ 
pened" at UNH. 
''The point,'' he said. ''is that 
thei University is already se-. 
rious!y affected and is increasing-. 
ly being affected by cut-backs." 
The Board of Trustees will not 
vote ofi next year·s tuition rate 
. until the lastweek of July or the 
first week in August, according to 
Philip Dunlap, chairman of the 
board. "The legislature usually 
won't decide until about June 
30,'' said Dunlap. 
"The University trustees are 
going to maintain a good quality 
of education," said Dunlap. 
"We're going lo have good facul-
ty to have good education. 
"We're not going to keep good 
· faculty unless we're able to keep 
in the market of personal ser-
vices,'' said Dunlap. 
Dunlap would not speculate on 
the size of the tuition increase. 
"It (the $400 increase) would be a 
staggering and stunning thing for 
the trustees to face," he said. "I 
would not speculate because it 
only leads to a lot of mutual 
anguish until you can reach the 
cold hard facts." 
The University System's $181 
million budget request would not 
require an in-state tuition in-
crease, according to Dunlap. But 
he warned. "We're $14 or $15 
mullion short if the governor's rec-
ommendation (to cut the Uni-
versity System's requested bud-
get) passes. 
"For every $100 increase in tui-
tion on the Durham campus, you 
generate one million dollars if 
you figure that you have about 
10,000 undergraduate students," 
said Dunlap. 
- "I'm not going to speculate on 
what is reasonable from the point 
of view of what students should 
pay, or what is reasonable to fund 
the University," he said. 
Dunlap said the late timing of 
the tuition announcement is not 
the result of deliberate choice. 
After the budget is passed by the 
legislature and the governor, the 
administration gives "advice to 
decide where expenses can be 
cut." 
The Board of Trustees' Finance 
and Budget Committee is sche-
duled to present its proposal to 
the board during its summer 
meeting. Tuition is .voted upon 
and tuition bills are sent to 
students. 
Richard Morse, chairman of 
the board's Finance and Budget 
Committee, said, "There is no 
way the University can main-
tain its quality of education with-
out budget · increases except 
through a tuition increase." 
According to Mills, the money 
to fund the budget comes from 
three majo'r sources: tuition, 
state aid, and approximately $1_7 
million in federal aid. The federal 
funds, "could not be used to solve 
the problems of the University," 
Mills said. 
"You get a grant of $100,000, for 
-example, but it is restricted for 
a certain research project,'' he 
said. "It cannot be used to pay 
staff salary or general expenses. 
_ "We are trying to be economi-
cal in our efforts," Mills said. 
"We are trying to hold up tne 
concept of an academic commu-· 
nity. This requires the service of' 
top flight faculty in good moral 
who have the tools with which 
to work." 
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Miller-Cox-Lumley 
HOCKEY 
continued from page 16 
come over Saturday morning and 
after school everyd~y. '' 
Lumley, a senior business 
administration major, has a 
reoutation as a flashy stick-
handler. He attributes the devel-
opment of this talent to the back-
yard rink. 
"There were so many kids out 
there, you had to be able to stick-
handle to keep the puck.'' 
Miller and Cox aren't bad 
stickhandlers themselves. Both 
played their youth hockey in 
Eastern Massachusetts. Like 
Lumley's father, Miller's father 
played an intergral part in his 
hockey development. 
"My father started the hockey 
association in Billerica du,ring the 
50's. He started the high school 
leagues too.'' ~~id thP L>urly 
haired Miller. 
things bother me;" Miller said. 
Lately though, Miller, Lumley 
and Cox are performing past 
everyone's expectations giving 
UNH a powerful offensive attack. 
Lumley attributes the success 
of the line to ''the ability of the 
others to get into the open, pro-
ducing a lot of scoring chances." 
"It's three guys together-with a 
style that co~pliments each 
other;, Lumley said. "We've got-
ten used to where each other goes 
and what they do in a certain 
situation." 
Last season, Cox played left 
wing on a line with Frank Roy 
and Bob Gould. This year he's on 
right wing. 
"The big difference from last 
year is I'm not playing left wing, 
a defensive position," said Cox, 
the Most Valuable Player in the 
Blue-Green . Tournam~nt. ,,"Now 
, l 'm getting mto th~ ~ctlon. _ 
the playoffs is about as good as 
. the guy who gets the bullet in 
Russian Roulette. The Wildcats 
have gotten past the opening 
round once since entering the 
ECAC in 1967. 
All three players think this 
year UNH's fate will be different. 
"This is a different team than 
past years," said Lumley, a 
senior who has seen UNH lose in 
three quarterfinals. "We came 
oack against Cornell to beat them 
(4-3). We didn't have the ability 
'to do that before." 
"This year we got a good sys-
tem and good players to execute 
the system. I don't think there's 
any way we can miss.'' 
"Last year I thought all this 
playoff talk was a bun<'h of 
crap," said Cox. "This year 
we're playing different with a 
lot more emotion. Things are 
going to hP rJiff PrPnt <'omP pl;:iyoff 
time." 
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"I started o]aving ho<'kP.v whP.n 
. I was nine,_" MjJle.i: ~aid._ 'Tv~ 
played defense in bantams and 
high school, but mostly I've 
Moot people who follow ECAC 
hockey know that UNH's luck in 
Dave Lumley (Scott Spalding photo) 
ECAC Standings 
played center." k • 19 Cox played his youth hockey at 1. Clar son <25-6) 4 O .830 
Holbrook in Weymouth Mass. "It 2. New Hampshire (25-9) 21 6 o .780 Ski team sixth in east 
was a good organization. We 3. Cornell (18-7-1) 16 6 o .720 
playedalotofCanadianteams. 4.BostonUniv. (1,9-20-1) 16 7 1 .690 
"It was exciting going to 5. Boston College (18-10-1) 13 9 1 .590 
Canada/' said Cox_ "The most 6-RPI 0 7-ll-l) 14 lO O .580 
' fun playing in a tournament 7· Brown 0 6-lO) 12 9 O ,.570 
was the bus ride. That's not as 8· Providence 0 7-12 ) l4 11 0 .560 
much fun now." 9. Harvard (14-12) 12 10 o .550 
Cox attributes his ability to his 10· Dartmouth 0 2-12-2) 11 l2 1 .400 11. Vermont (15-15) 10 13 O .430 
By Paul Keegan 
The UNH women's ski team 
placed sixth in a field of 12 teams 
at the Eastern AIAW Ski cham-
pionships held at Colby-Sawyer 
College Friday and Saturday of 
last week. 
high school coach Fran Quinn. 12_ Colgate (12-16) 10 14 o .420 
"He (Quinn) started to change .13. Northeastern (11-16) 9 13 O 409 F' · h' h d f h W'ld 
me by making me play hockey O • mis mg a ea o t e i cats and work," said Cox. "I didn't 14.Penn(9-17) 7 17 .290 beginningwithnumberonewere: 
h' h h l 15. Yale (6-18-1) 5 17 1 .240 Middlebury, Dartmouth, Wil-
skaiwel~ gfinJ into,, ig sc 00 • 16. St. Lawrence (8-19) 17 1 0 .160 Iiams, UVM, and UMaine at Hilu t~~ee ~ld°Ifke to try play- 17. Princeton (3-20-1) 1 20 1 .150 Orono. 
ing professional hockey. Lumley d 
;:~.i:::-:f·l'?e ~r.:.~t~:~ ·· Hoopwomen rop two 
Calgary Cowboys of the WHA. _ . 
Miller was drafted last year by By" Bob Grieco catch up through most of the first · ing with eight. 
• the two New England pro teams, The UNH womens basketball half but never fell far behind. A In the game last Saturday with 
the Bruins of the NHL an~ the team heads into the Northeastern surge in the last minutes of the URI the Wildcats again managed 
W?~lers of the WHA. <;ox will be ) Regi~nal Tournament this week- first half tied the game up at to keep the game close going into 
eligible for the draft this year. end at the University of Connec- 30-30. the locker room tied 34-34. 
Miller almost chose to lryout ticut after losing their last two In the second half UNH and But URI's Laurie Cason, who 
for the Bruins last summer in- games of the season. Keene stayed close with neither , finished with a game pigh 26 
stead of returning to UNH. "I The Wildcat women finished team having more than a three · points, was able to out-rebound 
knew there weren't any solid of- the regular season at 6-8 and point lead. Two Keene tree throws the Wildcats in the second half 
fers coming," said Miller about will face third-seeded Massachu- with less than ten seconds left to lead the Rams 'to an eight 
his contract. "I didn't want to go setts Thursday in the first round proved to be the winning margin. point victory. 
to pro camp without a contract." of the tourney in Storrs. Linda Finnegan of Keene led UNH had two 20-point scorers 
Lumley is leaning towards try- UNH was edged out by Keene all scorers with 17 points. Jean in Kathy Sanborn (22) and Jean 
ing out for Calgary. "Montre.al State 59-57 yesterday and fell to Giarrusso was high scorer for Giarrusso (20). Gloria Cocca 
has so much depth. Cliffie (Cox) Rhode Island 75-67 last Saturday. UNH with 15 points. Kathy San- addea 16 pomts while Karen Bol-
was an All-American and he's Both games were played in Lund- born and Maura McCarthv fin- ton pulled down 16 rebounds for 
not playing for the f~rm team." holm G~rrmas~um. ished with 12 ~piece. _Karen Bol- the Wildcats. 
"I wouldn't feel nght not know- I f'\gainst Keene, UNH played · ten led the Wildcats m rebound-
ing if I could have made it or - -
not,'' Lumley said. 
UNH took second place in the 
giant slalom with an 80.5 behind 
Middlebury's 104. Nancy Fre-
chette (96.3) and Sue Mellet (96.6) 
came in fifth and sixth respec-
tivelv in that event. 
The Wildcats ~l_q_}_QQl team 
came in fourth with 68 . points, 
led by Mell et ( 11th place) and 
Connie Dunlap (13th place). _ 
The cross-country team could 
1do no better than eighth place out 
of 10 teams, finishin~ with 45 
points led by Judy Wiles (26th 
place, 34: 10), Peer Kling (30th 
place, 34:28) and Janet Lawton 
(36th place, 35:52). 
"I'm pleased with the contin~ed 
strong finishing of the alpme 
team," said UNH coach Gail Big-
glestone. "They are skiing well 
as a team and that's what counts. 
The cross-country team picked 
up more points than they have 
all season. They really skied 
hard." 
The team will leave tomorrow 
for Stowe, Vermont and the AIAW 
Championships. 
If he doesn'f make it in pro 
hockey in America, Lumley plans 
to try his luck in Europe. 
"John Barnett (Colgate's all 
time leading scorer) is playing 
for a team in Germany,'' Lumley 
said "I'd be able to travel and 
still keep playing hockey, which 
is what I'd really like to do." 
Cox is interested in giving pro 
hockey a try but he's also con-
cerned about getting a college 
degree. 
Mercedes •Benz & BMW 
offer you 
Luxu')t Comfort,,Econo!"y & 
Freedom from Repairs "I wouldn't mind trying if someone told me I had a fifty fifty chance. You can waste a lot of time on a far..... .. .... ...., " ~aid . 
Cox._ "Right now, I .. ~.:1~~ 11.Q ~~!1.-
cept of what pro hockey is like. 
·If the opportunity came I'd take 
it and give it a shot. 
"I'd like to finish college when 
I have time to think of what I 
w;mt to be. I won't ~raduate in 
four years: Its too hard to do both 
hockey and school,'' explains 
Cox. "I want to get as much. out 
of college in four years, try hoc-
key out and when I'm finished, 
around age 25, I'll go back and 
get a good degree. I'd like to go 
to school in California. I like it 
out there." 
Like Cox, Miller has an unde-
clared major. ''I don't know 
what I want to do. I'm unde-
cided/' said Mjller "I'm just try-
ing to stay in school for next sem-
ester.' · 
Miller was expected to fill in for 
the loss of Jamie Hislop and 
Cliff Cox this year. But early in 
the season, he was not living up 
to expectations. 
''In the beginning of the ye~r. I 
didn't have the attitude I had 
freshman year. I let the little 
· Mercedes Benz Diesel and BMW were found by Road 
Test Magazine to need the least repairs in a four year 
comparison of 43 of America's most popular cars. 
Drop in at Dreher-Holloway for copies of the study 
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_ Quarterfinals tonight 
Wildcats host Brown 
By Ed McGrath only meeting of the two teams Foritas will return along with Bob 
Tonight's the night. Before a this season 12-5 in Durham. Ralph Gould and Cox. 
sellout crowd in Snively Arena, Cox scored five goals that night "I think I'm ready. I'll be 100 
UNH will host Brown in the quar- as the Cats dominated the game. percent,'' said Fontas referring 
terfinal round of the ECAC play- The Bruins however have re- to his shoulder injury. "It felt bad 
offs.Gametimeis7:30p.m. covered from-a poor start. After last week. I figured it would be 
For the Wildcats it will be the losing their first few games, better for the line and the team 
third year they have had home Brown began its move from the if I didn't play. I couldn't go all 
ice and the ninth visit to the post cellar in December. out." 
season tournament. UNH has ad- Brown clinched a playoff berth Gould's shoulder is sore but not 
vanced past the first round once on the last day of the . season seriously injured. 
in 1972. defeating Dartmouth 6-2 in Prov- "It feels alright though it's still 
"I'm positive and optimistic," , idence. . a little sore," said Gould yester-
said UNH coach Charlie Holt yes- Brown is led by Bill Gilligan, day, before practice. "It felt good 
terday. "I think we're prepared. Bob McIntosh and Bill Lukewich. yesterday . (Sunday) after I fin-
We'll be in pretty good shape." Bruin coach Dick Too~ey put ished skating." 
UNH has acquired a reputation back this. line that was so sue- Cox has recovered from the 
for "choking" in the playoffs and cessful their freshman year prior back injury he s.uffered late in the 
losing the games in Durham. · to the UNH game. · Clarkson game and will play. . 
Holt argues that the Wildcats Gilligan , Brown's all time lead- Holt will skate four lines. Paul 
haven't been in Division I that ; ing scorer, leads the team in Surdam will go hack and center 
long (since 1968-69 season) to es- scoring with 58 points (22-36). the third line between the Berlin 
tablish any pattern. McIntosh, who had two goals and Connection of Frank Roy and 
He also argues Lnat UNH lla:s an a:s:si:st ctgaimst UNII, i.s .second John Normand. Gary Durn.s will 
had the home ice advantage only with 35 goals and 18 assists. Luke- center Peter Noonan and Bruce 
twice in those nine years. wich has 9 goals and 21 assists. Crowder. 
. The seniors on the squad have "I recognize that Brown has We're a better team when we · 
been a part of those two teams one outstanding line and one that skate four lines than when we 
who clinched a home ice berth. . is very capable of being outstand- skate three lines,'' said Holt. "It 
"We've got to win it. I can't see ing," said Holt. . gives the other guys a little rest." 
us Josmg it again," said defense- The second line he speaks of Dan Magnarelli and Kevin 
man Jim Harvie. · is the Jim Bennet-Dave Roberts- McCabe will, in all likelihood, be 
"It's on everybody's mind that Skip Stovan iine. Each member the goaltenders. Both goals 
we can lose just one game, that of this line is in double figures . against averages are in the neigh-
this is anybody's game," he in ~oal scoring. borhood of 4.4 with McCabe hav-
added. UNffs offensive attack will be ing the lower of the two, (4.37 vs. 
UNH clobbered Brown in the back at near ·full strength. Jo!} 4.47). 
_Swim women place In EAIA W's. 
By Paul Keegan individual medley and the 200 in-
The UNH_women's swim team dividual medley in addition to 
put some pomts on the scoreboard her recordbreaking events again 
for the first time ever at the was the top performer f~r the 
son with a 9-1 record, placed 5th· 
in the New England Regionals 
and now finished the season with 
.a respectable showing in the East-
erns, Shuer was pleased. Eastern AIA Ws last week, com- Wildcats. 
ing in 25th out of 44 teams from 
eleven states in the east. 
"I was very pleased," said 
UNH coach Margie Shuer. "I 
wasn't sure if we were going to 
place, but we did, breaking four 
school records in the process.'' 
UNH's Laurie Schulte placed in 
four ·events and broke two of those 
records, breaking records in the 
200 freestyle with a 2:01.4 and the 
100 freestyle with a 56.02. Both 
times are fractions of seconds 
' below the previous marks. 
Other records were broken in 
the 400 freestyle relay (3:55.28) 
and in the 400 medley relay 
M:33.32). 
Schulte, who placed in the 400 
"I was really surprised that I 
placed," said Shulte. "I didn't 
think we'd place because the cut-
off times were hard to make. 
There was some good competition 
there." 
"Everyone nas done much bet-
ter this year," said Shuer. 
"We've broken all but · two re-
cords ( 100 breast stroke and 100 
butterfly) . It's been a successful 
year. 
"We'll have a much tougher 
Margo Boch of UNH placed.16th -_schedule _next year, but Rhon?a 
in the 50 meter butterfly and was Godda!d 1s the only ~me that we 11 
part of the record-breaking 400 be losmg. A lot will- depend on 
medley relay team and of the 200 what kind of recruiting we get 
freestyle-relay team that placed· done for next year." 
16th. · Shuer said that there are 10 
"I was very thrilled when the 
relays made it," said Shuer, "amd 
Margo was impressive." 
Looking back over her team 
which complet~d the regular sea-
swimmers of scholarship caliber 
that are considering coming to 
UNH. Five of these, she said, 
have been ranked on the national 
level, which no UNH swimmer 
has eve.r done. 
• ID Grapplers fifth NE 
pounds in a little over a month 
to qualify for loo's and the reduc-
tion in weight weakened him. 
By Lee Hunsaker 
A lot of "ifs" can be said about 
a tournament after it's over. If 
he won or if this guy from there 
could have beaten that guy. Yet 
the "ifs" weren't falling the Wild-
cats' way last _weekend at the 
New Englands held at Boston 
University. 
Out of eight teams, UNH fin-
ished-a disappointing fifth behind 
URI (105½), BU (88½), UMass 
C71½), and UConn (24). UNH had 
23½ points. 
Wildcat coach Irv Hess ex-
plained it this way. "We had five 
guys going in (to consolation 
finals) and UConn had four. They 
got all four in and we only got 
one.'' 
The five · that were still alive 
were Walt Nugent., Chet Davis, 
Nabil Boghos, Larry DeGaravilla 
and Glenn Myers. UNH needed 
only · two wins to secure fourth. 
More than two would decrease 
the distance between UNH and 
UMass in third. 
Out of the five, Nugent was the 
only one to win. Leading 9-4 mid-
way through the second period 
Nugent pinned John Paine of BC 
to take third in the 150 weight 
class. . 
Boghos lost to Scott Arnel of 
URI 6-0 in the 134 division, and 
DeGaravilla, after wrestling 
even with Minuteman Dana Cor-
mier for nearly two periods was 
pinned in the 167 division. 
Davis had made it to the con-
solatjo_n finals ( determining third 
and fourth place) by defeating 
Tim Fallon of UMass (pin), 
losing to URI's Marty Perrera 
(8-7) and then decisioning Bob 
Leighton of UConn 5-0. 
His opponent in the finals was 
Fallon who had wrestled his way 
through the losers bracket like 
Davis. Yet the outcome was not 
the same as Fallon came back to 
tie the match 3-3 with an escape 
late in the final period and then 
be awarded the win by virtue of 
riding time. 
The Cats final hopes for fourth 
then landed on Myers in the 190 
division. Myers had lost over 35 
Myers wrestled even with 
Sibilia of UConn for nearly the 
entire match but fatigue caught 
up with him and Sibilia won with_ 
a pin. 
"It was too much, too fast, · 
said Nugent later. "Glenn was a 
lot better then the UConn guy but 
he ·was weakened by the loss of 
weight." 
Though disappointed H_ess re-
. fleeted the meet in an optimistic 
mood. "The kids wrestled well. 
Heck there was only a half point 
difference between · · us and 
: UConn. lt could have· gone either · 
way, any tim~. '' 
Probably the two losses that 
Wildcat Walt Nugent pins John Paine of BC to take third 
hurt the Cafs most were the ones place in the 150 weight class during the New Englands held 
involving Chet Davis (158) and ll¼st weekend. (Lee Hunsaker photo) 
Glenn Myers (190). 
_Bob Miller, of UNH's Cox-Miller-Lumley line (Scott Spalding 
photo) · 
Miller-Cox-Lumley 
form scori)"g line 
By Ed McGrath 
Over the years the UNH hockey 
team has consisted of one over-
powering line that was called 
upon to l~ad the team to victory. 
On this line were the Gordie 
Clarks and the Jamie Hislops 
whom the team and fans de-
pended on for leadership. 
At the start of the season, 
Olympian Bob Miller centered 
Barry Edgar and Bob Gould. But 
this combination wasn't that suc-
cessful so Coach Charlie Holt 
replaced Miller with Jon Fontas. 
For a while, Fontas' line car-
ried the load but as the season 
progressed Miller _and his new 
linemates, Ralph Cox and Dave 
Lumley, evolved into one of the 
most potent offensive lines in the 
East. · 
Miller has moved up to second 
in the ECAC scoring race behind 
Clarkson's Dave Taylor ( the 
nation's leading scorer). The 
sophomore from Billerica, Mass. 
is averaging over two points a 
game. · 
Last month against Brown, Cox 
scored five goals and three as-
sists, getting the hat trick in the 
first period. Luqiley, against St. 
Lawrence, also had five goals as 
UNH romped to a 14-5 win. 
"These three guys are as good 
a line offensively as has ever 
played for UNH," said Holt after 
the Brown game'. "What's more 
they have the potential to be the 
jest line overaii fo UNH history.'' 
"They can be just unbelievable 
on offense with the ability to 
explode at any point during a 
game to give us a victory." 
Maybe one of the reasons for 
their success is their experience. 
All three men began / playing 
hockey before they turned ten, 
with Lumley the only Canadian, 
starting the earliest. 
''My dad was a typical 
Canadian father," said Lumley. 
"He built a rink in our backyard 
(in Toronto) when I was three or 
four and had me out there every 
day." 
The Lumley rink had old bill-
boards donated by a neighbor for 
the boards. Another pitched in by 
giving the nets. --
Cox is second to Miller in team 
scoring (29-28-57) and Lumley 
is fourth l 17-24-41). While 
Miller is a more consistent point 
gat~:rei:, Lumley and Cox usual-
ly get theirs in bunches. 
"It was the big thing in . the 
. neighborhood. t\.11 the kids would 
HOCKEY, page 15 
ECAC matchupS 
By Bob Grieco 
The quarterfinals of the ECAC 
Division I hockey playoffs begin 
tonight with - some interesting 
matchups. · 
Boston College and Boston Uni- · 
versity should provide some ac-
tion when they face off in Walter 
Brown Arena. 
The Terriers were third until 
they were beaten by Providence 
6-4, dropping them into fourth 
place behind Cornell. 
The Eagles finished fifth, beat-
ing Princeton 3-1 in their final 
game. 
What makes this a hot match-
up is the (act that in two previous 
meeting this ·season the two 
teams have played to a 6-6 tie 
at BC and BU won a slim 6-5 
decision on home ice. -
Cornell's 7-1 drubbing of Penn 
_gave them third place and the 
chance to play sixth place RPI at 
Cornell. 
Although Cornell took an easy 
10-4 win in a previous meeting, 
RPI is the hottest team in the 
ECAC right now having won their 
last six games, including a 7-5 
decision over Colgate in their sea-
son finale. 
The Providence win over BU 
clinched· the number eiJ!ht soot 
for them. The Friars will square 
off against number one ranked 
Clarkson at Potsdam, NY. The 
Golden Knights edged PC earlier 
in the season 4-3. 
Another thing the Providence 
win did was keep Harvard out 
of the tourney in spfte . of its 
5-3 season-ending win over Yale 
in New Haven. It marks the first 
time that a Beanpot Tournament 
champion has missed the play-
offs. 
